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ABSTRACT
The Music of Rivers: How Climate, Land Use, and Disturbances Tune the Frequencies and
Volumes of Streams Worldwide
Brian Charles Brown
Department of Plant and Wildlife Sciences, BYU
Master of Science
The amount of water flowing through streams and rivers changes through time. The
seasonality and duration of these changes can have profound impacts on human freshwater
availability, aquatic habitat, and biogeochemical cycling. Numerous factors are thought to
influence streamflow regime, including drainage basin area, temperature, precipitation, and land
cover. Few of these qualities have remained untouched, either directly or indirectly, by
expanding human activities. Altered climate, sweeping changes to large portions of the earth's
surface, and the construction of dams and other infrastructure have fundamentally altered
streamflows worldwide. Understanding the nature of these changes, both globally and
regionally in the Western United States, is the subject of this thesis. In chapter 1 we explore
ideal metric spaces for describing streamflow regime. The representation of information in
concise terms is usually preliminary to developing an understanding of any system, and
streamflow regime, which has been described with over 600 unique variables, is no exception.
We demonstrate the efficacy of dimensionality reduction techniques, as well as frequency
decompositions, in succinctly capturing much of the information previously described with
hundreds of variables. We use this succinct language to gain key insights into major drivers of
streamflow regime and present a new hypothesis about the mechanisms mediating flow
variability. In chapter 2, we use frequency decompositions and several machine learning
approaches to characterize streamflow regimes around the world and to understand how they are
changing through time. Finally, in chapter 3, we analyze the effect that wildfire has had on the
timing, amount, and variability of flow in the western US in recent decades. The work presented
here demonstrates the power that advances in data science, particularly in time series analysis
methods and machine learning, can have when coupled with large datasets in revealing insights
into global and regional phenomena in hydrology.
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CHAPTER 1
Temperature and Catchment Size Link Timescales and Mediate Streamflow Variability
Brian Charles Brown, Aimee H. Fullerton, Darin Kopp, Flavia Tromboni, Arial J. Shogren, J.
Angus Webb, Claire Ruffing, Matthew Heaton, Lenka Kuglerova, Daniel C. Allen, Chrisopher
Sergeant, Lillian McGill, Allison Veach, Jay P. Zarnetske, Matt R. Whiles, Jeremy B. Jones
Jr., Benjamin W. Abbott
Department of Plant and Wildlife Sciences, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT
Master of Science
ABSTRACT
River flow changes on timescales ranging from minutes to millennia. These variations
influence fundamental functions of ecosystems, including biogeochemical fluxes, aquatic habitat,
and human society. Efforts to describe temporal variation in river flow—i.e. flow regime—have
resulted in hundreds of unique descriptors, complicating interpretation and identification of
global drivers of overall flow regime. In this study, we used a cross-disciplinary analytical
approach to investigate three related questions: 1. how interrelated are flow regime metrics, 2.
what catchment characteristics are most associated with flow regime at different timescales
globally, and 3. what hydrological processes could explain these associations? To answer these
questions, we analyzed a new global database of river discharge from 3685 stations with
coverage between 1984 to 2017. We first calculated and condensed 189 traditional flow metrics
via principal components analysis (PCA). We then used wavelet analysis to perform a frequency
decomposition of each time series, allowing comparison with the flow metrics and
characterization of variation in flow at different timescales across sites. Finally, we used three
machine learning algorithms to relate flow regime to catchment properties, including climate,
land-use, and ecosystem characteristics. We found a high degree of collinearity in the traditional
1

flow metrics, with 7 principal components explaining 70% of the overall variation.
Subsequently, the wavelet analysis explained a mean of only about a third of the variation in the
principal components, demonstrating the complementarity of categorical metrics and continuous
flow decomposition. The wavelet analysis revealed four emergent timescales when most
variation in flow occurs globally, corresponding with annual, multi-month, multi-day, and
multiannual timescales, in order of decreasing prominence. Variability in flow at short timescales
was negatively correlated with variability at long timescales. For both the PCA and wavelet
analysis, just a few catchment properties (catchment size, precipitation, and temperature) were
sufficient to predict most aspects of flow regime across sites. Surprisingly, this resulted in flow
regime not being systematically associated with biome or continent. Instead, river size exerted a
primary control on streamflow variability alongside energy available for liquifying water and
evapotranspiration. We propose a hydrological framework that integrates these dynamics across
daily to decadal timescales, which we call the Budyko-Darcy hypothesis.

INTRODUCTION
River flow sculpts landscapes on geological timescales and drives the structure and function
of aquatic ecosystems on sub-daily to decadal timescales (Fisher et al. 1998, Tucker and
Hancock 2010, Pinay et al. 2018). For humans, variability in river flow regulates access to
freshwater, with extreme flow events such as floods and droughts imposing immense personal
and societal costs (Vörösmarty et al. 2010, Van Loon et al. 2016, Abbott et al. 2019b). For
ecosystems, changes in water flow through soils, aquifers, and surface-water networks mediate
aquatic and riparian biodiversity (Poff et al. 1997, Poff and Zimmerman 2010, Hain et al. 2018,
Bochet et al. 2020). Additionally, the direction, amount, and timing of flow define terrestrial2

aquatic connectivity, controlling the delivery of pollutants to aquatic and marine ecosystems,
including human pathogens, excess nutrients, and novel entities (Raymond et al. 2016, Bernhardt
et al. 2017, Moatar et al. 2017, Zarnetske et al. 2018, Frei et al. 2020).
In the Anthropocene, human interference with climate, land, and water is threatening aquatic
ecosystems, human water security, and biogeochemical cycles at truly global scales (Abbott,
Bishop, Zarnetske, Hannah, et al., 2019; Fig. 1). This creates an urgent challenge and
opportunity to identify how climate and catchment parameters influence flow regime, and in turn
shape the hydrological resilience of socioecological communities (Bunn and Arthington 2002,
Abbott et al. 2018, Harrison et al. 2018, Berghuijs et al. 2019, Teixeira et al. 2019, Díaz et al.
2019). As human modification of landscapes, water, and climate increases (Zhou et al. 2015,
Minaudo et al. 2017, Pascolini-Campbell et al. 2021, Ascott et al. 2021), understanding how to
describe and predict river flow is urgently needed (Fig. 1).
Though global datasets of river flow are now available (Gerten et al. 2008, Hannah et al.
2011, Masaki et al. 2017), a unified framework for describing and interpreting river flow has not
been widely adopted (McMillan 2021). Because of its importance to society and the
environment, over 600 metrics describing flow regime have been proposed (Poff et al. 1997,
Jones et al. 2014, George et al. 2021, Gnann et al. 2021). Many of these metrics are specifically
designed to describe key features of flow relevant to society and ecosystems, such as interannual
variability of low flows and the seasonal timing of flooding (Carlisle et al. 2010, Archfield et al.
2014, McMillan 2021). While these metrics are useful within individual studies, their sheer range
and redundancy creates a problem of comparability at regional to global scales (Olden and Poff
2003). In addition, the strictly hydrological literature has relied heavily on the spectral properties
of hydrographs obtained via wavelet decompositions (Smith et al. 1998, Lafrenière and Sharp
3

2003 p. 2003, Coulibaly and Burn 2004, White et al. 2005, Labat 2005, 2008, 2010, Sabo and
Post 2008, Larsen et al. 2009, Sang et al. 2009, Rossi et al. 2009, Carey et al. 2013, Sang 2013),
which has the advantage of describing variability at multiple timescales simultaneously in a
single analysis. However, wavelet decompositions and the suite of other metrics are rarely used
in concert, and similarities and differences between the two approaches still need to be
quantified. Regardless of the method, understanding variation and similarity in flow regime
across biomes and ecoregions could reveal drivers of aquatic ecology and explain differences in
success of water management and ecosystem protection in different conditions (Bunn and
Arthington 2002, Zhou et al. 2015, Berghuijs et al. 2019).
One of the problems posed by the diversity of flow regime descriptors is that the primary
physical and biological factors controlling river flow remain unclear. Even when constraining the
discussion to specific timescales or metrics such as annual flow or runoff ratios during storm
events, the physical, biological, and human controls on flow remain debated (Zhou et al. 2015,
Reaver et al. 2020). Climatic, surface, and subsurface parameters have been proposed as
fundamental controls on the timing and magnitude of river flow across sites, including the
amount of soil and aquifer water storage, the relative availability of energy and water, the
configuration and size of the surface water network, and the extent and type of vegetation
(Sanborn and Bledsoe 2006, Carlisle et al. 2010, Zhou et al. 2015, Ryo et al. 2015, Oldfield
2016, Lane et al. 2017).
In this context, we analyzed a global dataset of river flow to compare methods for
characterizing flow regime and to identify flow relationships with climatic and catchment
factors. We were motivated by the observation that from the various viewpoints of human
society, biogeochemical fluxes, and aquatic habitat, no one timescale stands out as singularly
4

important regarding flow regime (Fig. 1). Consequently, we combined traditional flow metrics
with a continuous mathematical tool (i.e., wavelet analysis) to describe the time series of river
flow. While the broad range of flow behaviors across timescales are rarely analyzed in concert
(Olden and Poff 2003, McMillan 2021), we hypothesized that variability in flow at different
timescales acts as an interacting set of variables. Therefore, considering potential interactions
between timescales could shed new light on theories of flow regime because the same climatic
and catchment attributes influence flow across timescales. For example, because the relative
abundance of energy and water influence vegetation and soil development, hot and dry
catchments could simultaneously exhibit high seasonal variability in flow and greater extractive
human water use. Likewise, because larger catchments integrate heterogenous subcatchments
over larger and longer spatiotemporal scales, we predict they will show less short-term
variability but greater sensitivity to long-term changes in water balance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Obtaing River Flow and Catchment Characteristics Data
We obtained daily river discharge time series from the Global Runoff Data Centre (GRDC;
https://www.bafg.de/GRDC). We used several criteria to select from the 6544 stations with
discharge data from a recent 30-year period of interest (1986-2017). Because continuous time
series are required for the calculation of many flow metrics, we first removed stations that had
<10 complete water years over the period of interest. This left us with 4762 candidate stations
(2399 without any gaps and 2363 with some gaps). For all stations, we removed records for
partial water years, i.e., those before the first complete water year or after the last complete water
year. For the time series with gaps, we computed the number of days in each missing period and
5

the total number of missing periods. We summarized the number of missing days (e.g.,
minimum, mean, maximum, and percentiles), and calculated the proportion of days in the record
for which data were available. We filled gaps via linear interpolation for stations that met the
following criteria: < 25% missing data, the longest data gap was <2 years, and the 75th percentile
of consecutive days of missing data was <3 months. For stations that passed this test (1163 of the
2363), we visually inspected the result of interpolation to ensure that obvious peaks or troughs in
each station’s data record were not omitted. We discarded 104 stations that showed anomalous
effects during interpolation, leaving 1059 stations. For the stations with gaps that did not meet
our criteria, 509 were located > 1 km from an included station, and many were in data-sparse
regions with relatively few observations. Despite their gaps, some of these stations had long data
records within the 30-y period of interest. Therefore, we determined which stations had
sufficiently long (>10 y) intact stretches that could be extracted from the longer time series. We
were able to salvage an additional 227 stations using an automated approach followed by visual
inspection. Therefore, our final set of stations included those with complete records (2399), those
with interpolation that met our inclusion criteria (1059), and additional salvaged stations (227),
for a total of 3685 stations—56% of the original GRDC stations.
The GRDC streamflow dataset reports the upstream catchment area associated with each
station but does not directly reference them to the hydrography we used in this study. As such,
differences in data sources may create mismatches between the location of a GRDC station and
the upstream catchment we delineated from the integrated Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
(SRTM) digital elevation model and the GTOPO30 Digital Elevation Model (DEM,
http://files.ntsg.umt.edu/data/DRT). Following Barbarossa et al. (2018), we geo-referenced each
station to the pixel that was most similar in catchment area and within 5 km from its original
6

location. We designated stations as high, medium, or low quality if the difference in catchment
area was <5%, 5% to 10%, or 10% to 50%, respectively (Barbarossa et al. 2018).
After delineating each watershed, we intersected the shapefiles with 117 variables obtained
from a variety of geospatial data sources. These variables capture the stream network structure,
climate, landcover (including lakes and soils), and anthropogenic impacts (including population
density and reservoirs) upstream of each GRDC location. Depending on the parameter, we
calculated cumulative values (e.g., total precipitation) or catchment means (e.g., mean annual
temperature). Because the configuration and density of stream networks can influence
propagation of water and solutes (Helton et al. 2011, Godsey and Kirchner 2014), we quantified
stream network structure using TauDem (Terrain Analysis Using Digital Elevation Models,
https://hydrology.usu.edu/taudem/taudem5/). This open source software implements highly
parallelized algorithms that can efficiently process large datasets (Barbarossa et al. 2018). We
used the AreaD8 function to calculate the number of pixels upslope from a station (i.e., the flow
accumulation grid) and the GridNet function to calculate stream network attributes (e.g., stream
order and total network length). In addition to comparing catchment attributes with flow regime
metrics, we calculated pairwise correlations between catchment characteristics to test for
collinearity.
Characterizing Flow Regime – Conceptual Introductions
Frequency decompositions rely on the fact that timeseries are fundamentally related to
waves. Waves are phenomena that repeat through time, and can occur in any number of
dimensions, though in this scope we consider one-dimensional waves that represent a single
variable changing through time. Waves can be described with five fundamental descriptors: (1)
through time, the variable may increase or decrease a certain amount away from the mean, or
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equilibrium point; this amount is known as amplitude. (2) Two variables with otherwise identical
wave behavior may be out of sync with each other; the degree to which they are in sync is known
as the phase. (3) Two waves can be perfectly in sync and identical in amplitude but never touch
if one is shifted above the other; this is known as a vertical translation. (4) A variable can follow
any pattern that repeats through time, following a typical sinusoid curve, or a more unusual
shape such as a square, triangle, or saw-tooth shape; this is known as waveform. Finally, (5) the
variable moves up and down either quickly or slowly; this speed is known as the frequency.
Together, amplitude, phase, vertical translation, waveform, and frequency describe essentially
any difference between any two waves (figure 2).
The terms amplitude, phase, vertical translation, waveform, and frequency have familiar
analogues in hydrology. Consider an imaginary catchment with a hydrograph that follows a
perfect sinusoidal curve that goes up and down over the course of a year. The amplitude of this
wave plus any vertical shift relates closely to the familiar concept of peak annual flow, and
vertical shift minus the amplitude relates to baseflow, or minimum flow. In this catchment, the
frequency of one cycle per year relates to the timescale containing the most variance. The phase
of the wave indicates the time of year snowmelt or monsoon rains occur, and would be opposite
for a northern vs southern hemisphere catchment. The waveform relates to the rate of rise or fall
of the year-long increase and decrease in flow. Now imagine a second catchment whose flow
follows another perfect sinusoidal wave, but which oscillates at one cycle per two weeks. This
“flashy” catchment neither accrues nor loses long-term storage, and might hypothetically occur
in a warm climate with no snow and identical rain storms every two weeks. Both catchments
exhibit variability in flow, but in the first, the variance is maximized at the timescale of one year,
and in the second at two weeks.
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However, it is normal for a catchment to exhibit both some flashiness and seasonal
variability. Adding together the perfect sine wave from the first catchment with the perfect sine
wave from the second catchment would produce a complex curve that can no longer be described
with amplitude, phase, vertical translation, waveform, and frequency, but which more closely
resembles a real-world catchment. This process of adding new catchments that epitomize
behavior on different timescales could be repeated infinite times, producing an ever more
complex, and hence more realistic hydrograph, but which could always be decomposed back into
a collection of simple waves that can individually be described by the same few, succinct
variables. Mathematical tools exist to run this process backwards—decomposing a timeseries
into a set of perfect sinusoids that together recreate the original timeseries. These are known as
frequency decompositions, and can be thought of as functioning similarly to a prism, which
decomposes white light into a rainbow of colors ranging from high to low frequency, or to a
computer program that might take in the sound recording of a symphony and output a musical
score. No matter the timeseries, the amplitudes of the resultant decomposed waves at different
frequencies relate to the amount of variability in the data that occurs on those timescales,
reported in a characteristic known as spectral power. Spectral power thus provides a unit for
describing variability in streamflow across every timescale present in a hydrograph.
A metric space is a space where the distance between points can be described. When we use
the term metric space here, we mean an abstract space where a catchment’s location describes its
streamflow regime, and where the distance between two catchments describes their similarity in
streamflow regime. Each axis, then, highlights some unique aspect of streamflow regime. Metric
spaces can be composed of many axes or just a few, and some of these axes tend to be more
useful than others, depending on how much variance occurs along the axis.
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Decision trees are a primal machine learning model that are foundational to many more
modern models, such as random forests and gradient boosting forests. Conceptually, decision
trees take in an array of prediction features and step by step combine multiple points of data
along the feature array. Using relatively simple logic, they distill information further and further
until a single prediction is made (Myles et al. 2004). Decision trees are generally known to have
high bias (generally viewed as negative) with low variance, though they are still occasionally
used because of their inherent interpretability.
Random forests are called “forests” because they comprise many individual decision trees,
usually of significant depth, whose collective predictions are averaged to produce an output that
is generally less biased and more accurate than individual decision tree regressors (Biau and
Scornet 2016). The "random” aspect comes from an innovation in 2001 where successive trees
are trained on independent random samples with replacement from the larger dataset (Breiman
2001).
Gradient boosting regressors are similar to random forest regressors, but they differ in that
new trees are added in a way that minimizes error in a targeted, rather than a random fashion.
This targeted approach is achieved by adding new trees according to the gradient of a userdefined loss function, which is simply a function which characterizes the error of the model
(Elith et al. 2008).
Principal Components Analysis, or PCA, projects high dimensional data onto a lower
dimensional space where each axis is a linear combination of the original axes in the high
dimensional space, where the number of dimensions projected onto is the user’s choice. As an
intuitive example, imagine a “high-dimensional” dataset with two dimensions, x and y. If, for
every step in the x direction, data tend to take two steps in the y direction, the two axes are
10

redundant and linearly related; a linear regression might draw a line through the two axes with a
slope of 2. PCA on these two axes would project data points onto that regression line. That is,
instead of listing data points by their x and y coordinates, the PCA projection would list data
points by their location on a new axis, z, which is two parts y, and one part x. The “two parts”
and “one part” that describe how much each original axis contribute to the new projected axis are
referred to as the loadings matrix. The loadings matrix effectively describes how correlated
(positive or negative) each of the original axes in the high-dimensional space is with the lowdimensional axes PCA projects the data onto. Examining the loadings matrix is one of the best
methods for adding interpretability to the abstract axes that result from a PCA projection.
Streamflow Analysis – Similarities between Streamflow Metrics and Frequency Decompositions
A correlation analysis was run between each frequency and each of the 189 flow metrics.
This was done by calculating the Spearman correlation between a given frequency and a given
flow metric across all catchments in the dataset. To account for possible non-monotonic
relationships between flow metrics and the frequency decomposition, we also trained machine
learning models to predict each of the streamflow metrics using the frequency decompositions as
inputs. To account for variability between models and divisions of data, 18 models were trained
on each of the 189 streamflow metrics. For each metric, 9 were decision tree regressors and 9
were gradient boosting regressors, and data were divided with an 80:20 training to testing ratio,
though the divisions were done randomly and independently for each model. Models were then
validated on the 20% portion reserved for testing and an r-squared was calculated by taking a
linear regression between the model’s output and the actual values for the given streamflow
metric on the 20% testing data. Finally, the “feature importances” were extracted from each
model to determine which input features were most important in the models’ decision making
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processes. To better understand the basic structure of the data, a pairwise spearman rank
correlation was calculated between the spectral powers for each frequency.
In addition, we performed PCA on the suite of 189 flow metrics to compress the flow metrics
down to a more manageable number of axes. To connect these PCA axes to frequency analyses,
we ran a correlation analyses between each of these “PCA metrics” and the spectral power of
each frequency. Similar to each of the 189 flow metrics, we also trained 18 machine learning
models, with an even split between gradient boosting regressor and random forest regressor
models, to predict each PCA metric using the frequency domain. PCA was implemented in R
using the FRK package and the NNGP method (Zammit-Mangion and Cressie 2017), and
machine learning models were implemented in Python using the SciKit Learn library (Pedregosa
et al. 2011).
Streamflow Analysis – Identifying Controls on Streamflow Regimes with PCA Metrics
We ran several analyses to connect flow regime to catchment characteristics. First, we
trained three separate machine learning models, a decision tree regressor, a random forest
regressor, and a gradient boosting regressor to predict each of the PCA metrics using the 117
catchment characteristics as input features, for a total of 21 models. These models were trained
and validated using 10 folds of the data, where models were trained on nine-tenths of the data
and validated on the remaining one-tenth, 10 times for a total of 10 validations spanning the
entire dataset. During each validation step, r-squared values were taken by running a linear
regression between the model’s output and the validation data, and the average r-squared for
each model was recorded. As before, model “feature importances” were extracted to understand
which input features (i.e. catchment characteristics) were most important in determining flow
regime. A correlation analysis was also performed in which the values for many of the 117
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streamflow metrics were correlated against the spectral power for each frequency using
Spearman correlation. All correlation analyses were implemented using the Scipy library in
python (Virtanen et al. 2020).

RESULTS
Similarities between Streamflow Metrics and Frequency Decompositions
Spearman correlation between the 189 flow metrics and each frequency in the frequency
decompositions revealed the average maximum coefficient of correlation at any point along the
frequency domain was 0.46 (supplemental figures 1 and 2), suggesting a substantial though not
universal relationship between phenomena described by the wavelet decomposition and the 189
flow metrics. On a similar vein, the average r-squared for machine learning models trained to
predict the 189 flow metrics exclusively using the frequency decomposition was 0.27
(supplemental figures 3 and 4). This may indicate that frequency decompositions such as the
wavelet decomposition describe between 30-45 % the same information, or, it may mean that the
two describe separate phenomena that are correlated.
Linkages between Timescales
In each of the correlations between the 189 flow metrics and frequency decompositions,
coefficients of correlation were coherent across a local range of frequencies (supplemental figure
1). However, metrics that were negatively correlated with low frequencies tended to be
positively correlated with high frequencies. Because most of the flow metrics were designed to
describe one phenomenon or one timescale, these relationships suggested that timescales
themselves are inherently linked with each other. Seeking to isolate this phenomenon, we
calculated the pairwise correlation between spectral powers for each frequency in each
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catchment (figure 3). This showed that high frequencies were indeed negatively correlated with
low frequencies, meaning that a mass-balance relationship exists between changes in flow that
occur over several days and changes in flow that occur over several months or years. More
generally, we also found that on average, four distinct timescales emerge globally on which most
variability in flow occurs (figure 4). These are multi-day variations, multi-month variations,
annual variations, and multi-annual variations. Annual variation was the strongest, followed by
multi-month variation and multi-day.
We also found that 70% of the variance in the original 189 flow metrics could be explained
in 7 PCA axes, each capturing increasingly less variability in the data (supplemental figure 5). A
summary of the loadings matrices of each metric are found in table 1, and more extensive
descriptions of the loadings matrices are given in supplementary tables 1-7. Spatial distributions
of the metrics across the world are plotted in supplemental figure 6. When we correlated the
PCA metrics to the frequency domain, we found that PCA metrics that explained more variance
in the original 189 metrics tended to relate more strongly to the frequency domain (e.g. metrics
1-4), while those that explained less variance in the original metrics tended to relate less strongly
to the frequency domain (e.g. metrics 5-7) (supplementary figure 7).
Identifying Controls on Streamflow Regimes with PCA Metrics
Consistent with the relatively simple structural relationship between high and low-frequency
variability in river flow, the three machine learning models trained to predict each of the 7 PCA
flow metrics using the 117 catchment characteristics suggested just a few dominant controls of
flow regime (figure 5). These included dominant contributions of cumulative precipitation for
PCA metrics 1, 5, and 7, catchment area for metric 2, and climate variables for metrics 3 and 4,
and land cover for metrics 3, 5, and 6. In addition, the length of the timeseries was an important
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feature for several metrics. We note that the r-squared values across the different models
decreased from the higher variance-explaining metrics to the lower variance explaining metrics,
and specifically that model accuracy decreased from a maximum of ~0.85 for metric 1 to a
maximum of ~0.45 for metric 7 (supplemental figure 8).
To visualize the relationship between flow metrics and catchment characteristics derived as
important via the machine learning analysis, as well as catchment characteristics suggested to be
important by hydrological theory, we plotted the relationships between the PCA metrics and
several catchment characteristics (figures 6 and 7). The dominant role of catchment size was
readily seen, including non-linear relationships between metrics 3, 5, and 7 and catchment size,
in which the largest streams tended to behave similar to the smallest streams. Relationships
between biome were surprisingly ambiguous given that biome integrates temperature and
precipitation data. However, when split, temperature and precipitation did show relationships to
the flow metrics, while the effect imposed by land use such as forest cover and net human
alterations were less visible (figure 7). A more comprehensive set of visualizations across a
broader range of catchment characteristics can be found in supplementary figures 10-13.
Identifying Controls on Streamflow Regimes with Frequency Decompositions
A correlation analysis between each catchment characteristic and the spectral power for each
catchment at each frequency revealed that many streamflow metrics showed similar correlation
patterns to those of the correlations between the 189 flow metrics and PCA metrics and the
frequency domain (figure 8). For example, metrics of catchment size were strongly negatively
correlated with high frequency (short-term) phenomena but were positively correlated with low
frequency (long-term) phenomena. Temperature followed a more complex curve where high
winter temperatures were positively correlated with multi-day phenomena and negatively
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correlated with multi-month to year-long phenomena, and where summer temperatures were
most strongly correlated with multi-year phenomena. Many land-use characteristics followed
similar trends (supplementary figure 14).

DISCUSSION
River networks connect and unite us all by providing critical ecosystem and societal services
(Figure 1). Like an ecological heartbeat, river flow rises and falls across myriad timescales,
sculpting aquatic habitat, driving biogeochemical flux, and quenching human water needs. In an
increasingly human-dominated world of dams, agricultural water use, and changing climate, it is
critical to understand which hydrological processes drive variability in streamflow at different
timescales, and which climate, land cover, and water-use factors in turn drive those hydrological
processes. One of the necessary milestones needed to achieve this understanding has been the
development of a metric space for describing streamflow regime that is both concise enough to
favor meaningful insight, yet broad enough to capture the wide range of behaviors seen in
streams around the world. Therefore, our primary purpose in this paper was to explore possible
metric spaces for describing streamflow regime, and then to use those metric spaces to gain
insight into the global distribution of streamflow regimes in order to identify patterns in and
drivers of that distribution. Below, we discuss our findings in light of current ecological
challenges and hydrological theory, with particular emphasis on the importance of understanding
timescales as interacting units.
Are Streamflow Metrics of Frequency Decompositions Better?
Streamflow metrics and frequency decompositions such as wavelet analyses facilitate
different, albeit related insights into streamflow regime. Frequency decompositions offer a
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continuous view of variability across timescales ranging from days to decades. Similarly,
streamflow metrics often describe variability in flow, but they can also capture other wave-like
behaviors of streamflow timeseries such as amplitude (magnitude) and waveform (the temporal
dynamics relating to rise rate and fall rate). In addition, the frequency decomposition method as
used here ignored phase, or timing of flow, and also averaged spectral power across time,
obfuscating any information about seasonality of variability at all temporal scales, whereas many
flow metrics describe seasonal variability such as the coefficient of variation for a specific month
of flow data. Thus, the dexterity of the 189 flow metrics to describe temporal, waveform, and
amplitude patterns in flow may explain the roughly 55-70% difference between the frequency
decompositions and original flow metrics measured here. We nonetheless suggest that the
fundamental mathematics of waves remains the most intuitive method for categorizing
streamflow metrics.
We also note that limitations in the ability of frequency decompositions to describe
asymmetrical waveforms such as possible dramatic differences in rise-rates and fall-rates across
any timescale could potentially be improved by developing a frequency decomposition which
produces a two-dimensional waveform-frequency output, where a frequency decomposition is
performed using a series of waveforms that interpolate between rapid rise rates and low fall rates,
even rise rates and fall rates, and low rise rates and rapid fall rates. We also note that analyses
using non-time-averaged spectral power from wavelet decompositions can more readily answer
questions about the seasonality of different kinds of flow variability.
While admittedly less broad in scope as the larger suite of flow metrics, frequency
decompositions benefit from a sort of meta-scope visible only by arranging streamflow
phenomena in a chronosequential way. This allowed us to find the unexpected result that a mass
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balance relationship exists between short and long-term variability, with the fulcrum of the
relationship residing somewhere near the 60-70 day time period. This inverse relationship
between multi-day and multi-month variability had artifacts in the correlations between the 189
flow metrics and the frequency domain as well as the correlations between the PCA metrics and
the frequency domain. It may also help explain the inherent compressibility of the 189 flow
metrics down to just a few dimensions. That is, many flow metrics may not at first glance
describe the same phenomenon, but because they describe different ends of an at least somewhat
linear manifold (whose shape is sculpted by some fundamental hydrological phenomenon), they
are inherently (anti)correlated with otherwise unrelated metrics.
Streamflow Metrics Can be Predicted with Climate, Precipitation, and Catchment Size
The correlation analysis between catchment characteristics and spectral power of multiple
frequencies revealed that the positive and negative correlations between many catchment
characteristics roughly paralleled the correlations between high and low frequency hydrological
phenomena. Furthermore, the machine learning analysis suggested that catchment size,
temperature, and precipitation were the most important predictors of flow regime. Given the
large number of possible controls of flow regime, the identification of just a few fundamental
drivers of flow regime, in tandem with the relatively simple structural relationship between
short-term and long-term variability, suggests that a single or few fundamental mechanisms
comprehensively drive flow variability at multiple timescales.
The Budyko-Darcy Hypothesis
The simplicity of the structural linkages in flow regime qualities as well as the small number
of predictors needed to predict flow regime invites a marrying of two previously separate famous
frameworks in hydrology: connectivity-driven Darcian flow, and climate-driven Budyko
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descriptions of water balance. We hypothesize that both frameworks are constantly active in
mediating variability of flow through natural systems, though they tend to be most influential at
opposite temporal and spatial scales. Furthermore, we hypothesize that flow of water through
soils and across the land surface, as described by Darcy’s law, as well as evapotranspiration, as
described by Budyko’s equation, are the primary forces that control variability in streamflow
regime across all spatial and temporal scales (figure 9).
Because flow represents the movement of water across space over time, we note that time
and space are inherently connected in hydrology, according to a distribution whose variance
across either time or space is mediated by variance in Darcian and Budyko forces. Furthermore,
we hypothesize that variance in Darcian and Budyko forces is driven by variance in the variables
involved in their respective equations. For Darcy’s equation, these include the pressure
differential between two hydrologically connected bodies of water, the viscosity of water, and
porosity of the medium that water is traveling through. In natural systems, Darcian flow is also
implicitly activated by the presence or absence of hydrological connections, which occur through
soil structures and are ultimately mediated by precipitation events. For Budyko’s equation, this
includes potential evapotranspiration (PET) and precipitation (P).
We note that the factors mediating variability in Darcian flow vary mostly along spatial
scales. For example, on the smallest scales, hydrological connections occur through small pores
in the soil created by insects, tree roots, and rock fissures. As spatial scales increase, the
likelihood of a high-porosity hydrological connection spanning that entire distance decreases to
zero relatively quickly. This forces subsurface water to eventually flow throw less porous
mediums as it travels between pressure gradients along hydrologically connected networks,
causing the speed at which subsurface flow occurs to become increasingly homogeneous as
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spatial scales increase, ultimately resulting in a decrease in variance contributed to streamflow
via Darcian flow. A similar pattern likely occurs with interruptions in hydrological connectivity
via less porous paths, i.e. through different swaths of soil types, though probably at a larger
scale. As spatial scales continue to increase, the next factor to reach a peak in variability is the
elevation gradient within networks, likely at the spatial scale corresponding to the average
horizontal length of the steepest hillslopes. Finally, differences in precipitation across space can
contribute to a difference in pressure differential within a hydrological network. We hypothesize
that globally, variance introduced via this phenomenon is maximized at the spatial scale
corresponding to the average spatial extent of precipitation events. We further hypothesize that
beyond this scale, variability in the factors contributing to Darcian flow only shrinks, thereby
reducing the variability in flow contributed via Darcian flow. We note that Darcian flow is still
active at larger spatial scales, and that only the variance it contributes is diminished.
While factors mediating Darcian flow tend to vary across space, the factors that mediate
PET:P ratios vary most across time. We also note that precipitation events deliver water inputs at
a rapid rate for a short period of time in comparison to the much slower acting but longer lasting
process of evapotranspiration. Thus, at small spatiotemporal scales, the residence time of water
in a given catchment may not be long enough for evapotranspiration losses to become significant
relative to losses due to Darcian flow. However, as temporal scales increase, which inherently
follow increases in spatial scale, the amount of time elapsed multiplied by the average
evapotranspiration rate (i.e. net evapotranspiration) during that time becomes significant relative
to the size of precipitation inputs. Thus, variability in evapotranspiration rate vs precipitation rate
can have a significant impact on variability in streamflow at long timescales, and by necessity, at
large spatial scales, just as variability contributed from Darcian flow collapses. Variability in
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PET:P ratios occurs on diurnal, to weather event, to seasonal, to annual, to multiannual
timescales. But we hypothesize that the effective variance contributed does not become
significant relative to Darcian flow losses until at least storm-event to seasonal timescales.

CONCLUSION
Chronohydrology
Finally, given the emergent importance of timescale we observed from our frequency
decomposition and PCA analysis of traditional flow metrics, and from the surprising discovery
that variance at multiple timescales is linked via catchment size, precipitation, and temperature,
we propose the term chronohydrology to describe the comparison of hydrological phenomena
such as variability, timing, and waveform, at multiple timescales. We believe a frequency-based
approach to understanding flow regimes provides a greatly improved metric space upon which to
consider changes in flow by allowing hydrological phenomena to be organized in a
chronosequential format. While we demonstrate here that chronohydrology offers insights into
fundamental governing principles of streamflow regime, we have not considered the role that
chronohydrology might play in explaining trickle-down effects of streamflow regime on
biogeochemical cycles, aquatic habitat, and human societal needs. Future work may benefit
immensely from examining the relationships between timescales in hydrological
phenomena, and we suggest that such analyses are most easily facilitated by streamflow metrics
derived from the mathematics of waves.
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FIGURES

Figure 1. Conceptual diagram representing the societal, biogeochemical, and ecological
importance of river flow regime. The relevant dimensions of flow regime are represented in blue,
the consequences of flow regime are in gray, and the human influences on flow regime are in
black.
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Figure 2. Five fundamental components of flow regime (or any time series): a) amplitude, or the
height of the peaks in a wave b) phase, the degree to which a wave is shifted left or right, c)
vertical translation, or the distance the wave is raised or lowered from the x-axis, d) waveform,
the pattern the wave traces out through time, and e) frequency, the number of times a wave
repeats itself over a given timescale. Many of the behaviors in streamflow time series relate back
to these five fundamental principles. The lower portion of the figure represents frequency
decompositions of three timeseries: f) a timeseries dominated by high-frequency variability, g) a
timeseries with equal variability across all timescales, and h) a timeseries dominated by lowfrequency variability. In each example, adding together the five colored waves produces the
complex curve shown in black at the bottom. Spectral power is a unit which measures the degree
to which different frequencies contribute to the variance in the resulting additive curve. Panels a,
b, and d represents concepts that are well-described by frequency decompositions, while panel c,
describing vertical shift, is best described by the concept of mean annual flow calculated from
raw timeseries. We know of no frequency decomposition that is equipped to measure differences
in waveform (panel e) across frequencies.
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Figure 3. Pairwise correlations between spectral power for each frequency. The coefficient of
correlation from the spearman correlation is represented as color, with brighter orange
representing a stronger positive monotonic relationship and brighter blue representing a stronger
negative monotonic relationship.
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Figure 4. Mean spectral powers across timescales ranging from two days to ten years from our
global dataset of streamflow timeseries.
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Figure 5. Feature importance from three different machine learning models trained to predict the
7 PCA flow metrics. Model type “DTR” stands for Decision Tree Regressor, while “GBR”
stands for Gradient Boosting Regressor, and “RFR” stands for Random Forest Regressor. The
117 input features are listed on the x-axis. Some have been labeled for convenience, and the soft
background color on others describes the general category. For all monthly characteristics,
values proceed from January to December, left to right..
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Figure 6. The 7 PCA flow metrics divided according to a) stream order, b) biome, and c)
continental region.
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Figure 7. Continuous relationships between 7 PCA flow metrics and catchment properties of
mean annual temperature, mean annual precipitation (normalized for catchment size), catchment
size, percent forest cover, and percent human influence.
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Figure 8. Correlations between catchment characteristics and spectral power across period
lengths ranging from two days to almost ten years.
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Figure 9. Conceptual diagram of the Budyko-Darcy hypothesis. Streamflow is a phenomenon
that occurs across space and time which we hypothesize to be mediated by two fundamental
forces: piston pressure forces pushing water through porous soils along hydrologically connected
pressure gradients (Darcy’s law), and evapotranspiration forces which subtract subsurface water
away from precipitation-delivered water stores that might eventually enter surface flow
(Budyko’s Equation), reducing hydraulic connectivity in the process.
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TABLES
Table 1. List of top seven principal components derived from 250 flow metrics calculated for
3,685 river flow time series.
PCA

Name

1

Magnitude

2

3

4

5

6

Description of correlates

Hypothesized causes

High total amount of flow, high
Big rivers
minimum flows (rarely dry), and low
flow variation in high flows
HighLong-lasting but infrequent high
Big rivers (surfacefrequency
flows, large portion of flux occurs at dominated or unduly influenced
stability
high flows, few reversals or short-term by high-flow tributaries)
changes in direction, few low flow
events, red or black noise in the daily
discharge data, and strong and skewed
seasonal signal.
LowHigh interannual flow stability, low
High overall storage, low
frequency
event
synchrony
stability
flashiness, predictable interannual high among subcatchments,
flows, low flood frequency, high base groundwater dominated
flow
Interannua
Low interannual stability in high
Arid or semi-arid sites,
l variability flow magnitude and
duration, low stability in annual
flow, low seasonality,
low annual flow (specific and
absolute), variable timing of annual
min and max flow, frequent
floods, skewed annual flows, variable
event response, short-lived flow
events
High and
High baseflow (rarely dry), high
Near-surface groundwater,
stable baseflo skewness, low exceedence flows, frequ
w
ent floods of moderate magnitude,
variable flow, variable moderate flows,
variable event response,
Variable
Variability in number of no-flow
Snowmelt, intermittency, se
baseflow
days, very few and short baseflow
mi-arid, flashy,
pulses, high flow constancy and
predictability (same timing of
variation), more zero-flow
months, little range in daily flows, little
autocorrelation, higher minimum
41

7

Daily
variability

annual flow, later arrival of minimum
flow (freshet pattern), high skewness,
more no-flow days
High spread in daily flows, low
Arid, tiny
magnitude of interannual high
headwaters, Mediterranean,
flows, consistently rapid changes in
flow, low variability in no-flow
days, short and small pulses, more noflow months, seasonally variable
flooding, high signal to noise, variable
monthly flows, later arrival of max
flows (monsoonal), high interannual
variability, frequent floods
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Supplemental Figure 1. Correlations between 189 flow metrics and the spectral power for
various frequencies across our global dataset of streamflow timeseries.

Supplemental Figure 2. Distribution of most extreme coefficients of correlation for any
frequency between 189 flow metrics and spectral power.
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Supplemental Figure 3. Feature importances for several thousand machine learning models
trianed to predict 189 streamflow metrics using the spectral power of wavelet decompositions.
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Supplemental Figure 4. R-squared values for several thousand machine learning models trained
to predict 189 streamflow metrics using the spectral power of wavelet decompositions.
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Supplementary Figure 5. Percent variance explained for each new principal component added
when performing principal components analysis (PCA) on 189 flow metrics.
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Supplemental Figure 6. Maps indicating the spatial distributions of each of the 7 PCA flow
metrics, with a) showing metric 1, b) showing metric 2, and so on.
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Supplemental Figure 7. Correlations between PCA metrics derived from 189 flow metrics, and
the spectral power of timescales ranging from two days to almost a decade.
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Supplemental Figure 8. R-squared values for each model trained to predict the 7 PCA flow
metrics using 117 catchment characteristics. “DTR” stands for Decision Tree Regressor, “GBR”
stands for Gradient Boosting Regressor, and “RFR” stands for Random Forest Regressor, which
are three types of machine learning models. The value on the y-axis is the mean r-squared across
all folds of the data.
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Supplementary Figure 10. Global distribution of 7 PCA flow metrics spread across
different variables: a) “MeanTempAnn” represents the mean annual temperature, b) “tempcv” is
the coefficient of variation among mean monthly temperature, c) “meanPrecAnn” represents the
mean annual precipitation normalized by catchment area, and d) “precipcv” is the coefficient of
variation among mean monthly precipitation. Each dot represents a catchment, and catchments
are colored according to the size groupings used in figure S14.
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Supplementary Figure 11. Global distribution of 7 PCA flow metrics spread across different
variables: a) “garea_sqkm” represents the area, in squared kilometers, of the catchment, b)
“drain_den” represents the drainage density of the catchment, c) “water” represents
the proportion of the catchment area covered by open water, and d) “forest” represents the
proportion of the catchment area covered by forest. Each dot represents a catchment, and
catchments are colored according to the stream order.
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Supplementary Figure 12. Global distribution of 7 PCA flow metrics spread across different
variables: a) “MeanPopden_2015” represents mean population density within the
catchment during the year 2015, b) “human” represents the estimated human footprint, ranging
from 0-1, c) “damareaN” represents the area covered by dams within the catchment, and d)
“damcountN” represents the number of dams within a catchment. Each dot represents a
catchment, and catchments are colored according to stream order.
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Supplementary Figure 13. Global distribution of 7 PCA flow metrics spread across different
variables: a) “MeanPrec09” represents mean precipitation in september, normalized by
catchment area b) “bio17” represents the precipitation in the driest quarter, c) “CumPrecTotal”
represents the total cumulative, mean, annual precipitation, not normalized by watershed area,
and d) “CumPrec09” represents the cumulative mean precipitation for September, not
normalized by watershed area. Each dot represents a catchment, and catchments are colored
according to stream order.
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Supplementary Figure 14. Correlations between catchment characteristics and spectral power
across periods ranging from two days to almost ten years.
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Supplementary Table 1. Loadings and associated streamflow metrics for the top 25 highest
magnitude loadings for PCA metric 1.
number
1
2
3
4
5

Loading
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
-0.11
-0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

19
20

0.1
0.1

21
22
23
24
25

0.1
0.1
-0.1
0.1
0.1

Metric
dl2
dl3
dl1
dl4
dl5
ma2
mal1
ml12
ml2
ml11
ml3
ml10
sigma.hf
n.rms
ml9
ml4
ml8
ml5
ml23
ml7
ma22
ma12
sigma.lf
ma21
ml6

Description
Annual minimum of 3-day moving average flow.
Annual minimum of 7-day moving average flow.
Annual minimum daily flow.
Annual minimum of 30-day moving average flow.
Annual minimum of 90-day moving average flow.
Median of the daily mean flow values for the entire
flow record
Mean minimum flows for January across all years
Mean minimum flows for December across all years
Mean minimum flows for February across all years
Mean minimum flows for November across all years
Mean minimum flows for March across all years
Mean minimum flows for October across all years

Mean minimum flows for September across all years
Mean minimum flows for April across all years
Mean minimum flows for August across al years
Mean minimum flows for May across all years
Mean of all December flow values over the entire
record
Mean minimum flows for July across all years
Mean of all November flow values over the entire
record
Mean of all January flow values over the entire record
Mean of all October flow values over the entire record
Mean minimum flows for June across all years
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Supplementary Table 2. Loadings and associated streamflow metrics for the top 25 highest
magnitude loadings for PCA metric 2.
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Loading
0.15
-0.15
0.15
0.15
-0.14
-0.14
0.14
0.14
-0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.12
-0.12
0.12
0.11
-0.11

Metric
dh17
fh4
dh20
dh18
fh1
fh8
mh21
dh15
fh9
dh21
mh22
dh19
mh23
ra8
theta.d
ra9
fl1

18
19

0.11
0.11

dh3
dh23

20
21

0.11
0.11

dh2
ma38

22
23
24

0.11
0.11
0.11

dh4
dh1
ma40

25

0.1

ma36

Description
High flow duration.
Flood frequency.
High flow duration.
High flow duration.
High flood pulse count.
Flood frequency.
High flow volume index.
High flow pulse duration.
Flood frequency.
High flow duration.
High flow volume.
High flow duration.
High flow volume.
Number of reversals.
Variability in reversals.
Low flood pulse count.
Annual maximum of 7-day moving
average flows.
Flood duration.
Annual maximum of 3-day moving
average flows.
Variability across monthly flows.
Annual maximum of 30-day moving
average flows.
Annual maximum daily flows.
Skewness in the monthly flows.
Variability and skewness across monthly
flows.
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Supplementary Table 3. Loadings and associated streamflow metrics for the top 25 highest
magnitude loadings for PCA metric 3.
number
1
2

Loading
-0.17
-0.17

3

-0.15

ma32

4

-0.15

ma31

5

-0.14

ma34

6

-0.14

ma30

7

-0.14

ma33

8

-0.14

ma29

9

-0.13

ma24

10
11
12
13

-0.13
0.13
-0.13
-0.13

ma35
tl4
fh8
fh1

14

-0.13

ma28

15
16
17
18

-0.13
-0.13
-0.13
0.13

ma26
fh6
ra1
dh20

19
20

-0.13
-0.12

ma25
tau2

-0.12
0.12
-0.12
0.12
-0.12

Variability (coefficient of variation) of monthly flow
ma27 values for April.
ml20
Base flow.
ra3
Fall rate.
fh2
Variability in high pulse count.
fh7
Flood frequency.

21
22
23
24
25

Metric
ra7
ra6

Description
Change of flow.
Change of flow.
Variability (coefficient of variation) of monthly flow
values for September
Variability (coefficient of variation) of monthly flow
values for August.
Variability (coefficient of variation) of monthly flow
values for November.
Variability (coefficient of variation) of monthly flow
values for July.
Variability (coefficient of variation) of monthly flow
values for October
Variability (coefficient of variation) of monthly flow
values for June.
Variability (coefficient of variation) of monthly flow
values for January.
Variability (coefficient of variation) of monthly flow
values for December.
Seasonal predictability of non-low flow.
Flood frequency.
High flood pulse count.
Variability (coefficient of variation) of monthly flow
values for May.
Variability (coefficient of variation) of monthly flow
values for March.
Flood frequency.
Rise rate.
High flow duration.
Variability (coefficient of variation) of monthly flow
values for February.
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Supplementary Table 4. Loadings and associated streamflow metrics for the top 25 highest
magnitude loadings for PCA metric 4.
number

Loading

1

0.21

dh9

2

0.21

dh8

3

0.2

dh10

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

0.2
0.18
0.17
0.17
-0.17
0.16
0.15
-0.15

dh7
dh6
ma42
ma44
amplitude
ma43
dh16
ma41

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

0.15
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.13
-0.13
0.13
-0.13

dl13
tl2
th2
fh11
ma45
fh10
ra2
dl16
tau4
snr

22
23
24
25

0.13
-0.12
0.12
-0.12

Metric

dl12
mh20
fl2
dh21

Description
Variability of annual maximum of 30-day moving
average flows.
Variability of annual maximum of 7-day moving
average flows.
Variability of annual maximum of 90-day moving
average flows
Variability of annual maximum of 3-day moving
average flows.
Variability of annual maximum daily flows.
Variability across annual flows.
Variability across annual flows.
Variability across annual flows.
Variability in high flow pulse duration.
Annual runoff.
Annual minimum of 30-day moving average flow
divided by the median for the entire record.
Variability in Julian date of annual minima.
Variability in Julian date of annual maxima.
Flood frequency.
Skewness in the annual flows.
Flood frequency.
Variability in rise rate.
Low flow pulse duration.

Annual minimum of 7-day moving average flow
divided by the median for the entire record.
Specific mean annual maximum flow.
Variability in low pulse count.
High flow duration.
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Supplementary Table 5. Loadings and associated streamflow metrics for the top 25 highest
magnitude loadings for PCA metric 5.
number

Loading

Metric

1
2
3

0.19
0.19
0.19

dl11
ml16
ml14

4
5
6
7
8
9

0.17
0.17
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.15

dl12
tau3
dl15
fh3
tau2
fh4

10
11

-0.14
-0.14

dl8
dl18

12

-0.14

dl9

13
14
15
16

-0.14
0.14
-0.14
-0.14

dl7
l2
ml21
dl6

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

0.14
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.12

dl13
ma11
fh7
ra2
lm15
ma10
ml19
ra4
dl14

Description
Annual minimum daily flow divided by the median for
the entire record
Median of annual minimum flows.
Minimum annual flow for each year.
Annual minimum of 7-day moving average flow
divided by the median for the entire record.
Low exceedance flows.
High flood pulse count.
High flood pulse count.
Variability of annual minimum of 7-day moving
average flow.
Number of zero-flow days.
Variability of annual minimum of 30-day moving
average flow.
Variability of annual minimum of 3-day moving
average flow.
Variability across annual minimum flows.
Variability of annual minimum daily average flow.
Annual minimum of 30-day moving average flow
divided by the median for the entire record.
Spread in daily flows.
Flood frequency.
Variability in rise rate.
Low flow index.
Spread in daily flows.
Base flow.
Variability in fall rate.
Low exceedance flows.
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Supplementary Table 6. Loadings and associated streamflow metrics for the top 25 highest
magnitude loadings for PCA metric 6.
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Loading
-0.24
-0.21
0.21
0.2
0.19
-0.17
-0.15
-0.14
0.14
-0.14
0.14
0.13
-0.13
-0.12
0.12
-0.12

17
18
19
20
21

-0.12
-0.11
-0.11
-0.11
0.11

22
23
24
25

-0.11
-0.11
0.11
0.11

Metric
dl19
dl16
ta1
ta2
dl20
ma6
fl1
ar1
ml14
ma7
mh26
ml16
tl1
ma8
ml22
ra5

Description
Variability in the number of zero-flow days.
Low flow pulse duration.
Constancy.
Predictability.
Number of zero-flow months.
Range in daily flows.
Low flood pulse count.

Minimum annual flow for each year.
Range in daily flows.
High peak flow.
Median of annual minimum flows.
Julian date of annual minimum.
Range in daily flows.
Specific mean annual minimum flow.
Number of day rises.
Variability of annual minimum of 3-day moving
dl7
average flow.
ml18
Variability of base flow.
dl6
Variability of annual minimum daily average flow.
ml21
Variability across annual minimum flows.
mh25
High peak flow.
Variability of annual minimum of 7-day moving
dl8
average flow.
a.rms
ma5
The skewness of the entire flow record.
dl18
Number of zero-flow days.
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Supplementary Table 7. Loadings and associated streamflow metrics for the top 25 highest
magnitude loadings for PCA metric 7.
number
1
2
3

Loading
0.32
0.32
0.31

Metric
ma10
ma9
ma11

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

0.3
-0.19
-0.19
0.17
-0.17
0.17
-0.15
0.13
-0.12
0.12

ma4
q10
q2
ra7
dl19
ra6
dl16
dl20
ta3
snr

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

0.11
-0.11
0.1
-0.1
0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
0.09

ml13
th1
tau2
ra4
ma42
dh24
fl1
ra2
mh20
ma44

24
25

-0.09
0.09

dh11
ma43

Description
Spread in daily flows.
Spread in daily flows.
Spread in daily flows.
Standard deviation of the percentiles of the logs of the
entire flow record divided by the mean of the

Change of flow.
Variability in the number of zero-flow days.
Change of flow.
Low flow pulse duration.
Number of zero-flow months.
Seasonal predictability of flooding.
Variability (coefficient of variation) across minimum
monthly flow values.
Julian date of annual maximum.
Variability in fall rate.
Variability across annual flows.
Flood-free days.
Low flood pulse count.
Variability in rise rate.
Specific mean annual maximum flow.
Variability across annual flows.
Annual maximum of 1-day moving average flows
divided by the median for the entire record.
Variability across annual flows.
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Sergeant, Lillian McGill, Allison Veach, Jay P. Zarnetske, Matt R. Whiles, Jeremy B. Jones
Jr., Benjamin W. Abbott
Department of Plant and Wildlife Sciences, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT
Master of Science

ABSTRACT
Streamflow regime is a critical component of aquatic habitat, a mediator of the quality and
quantity of human freshwater availability, and a measurable marker of human alterations to
climatic and land cover components of the earth system. In order to understand how human
activity has altered streamflow it is first necessary to represent the multifaceted components of
streamflow regime in concise and biologically relevant terms. These components include timing,
amount, and variability of flow. Here we use two traditional metrics of flow to describe timing
and amount of flow and introduce a novel method that combines frequency analysis and neural
network autoencoders to succinctly describe variability of flow at a global scale. We characterize
the global distributions of amount, timing, and variability of flow and identify linkages between
flow regime components, as well as global patterns in the distribution of streamflow regimes and
how those regimes are changing through time.
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INTRODUCTION
By flowing at the intersection of climate, land-use, and geology, and by transporting solutes,
pollutants, and microbes, freshwater streams are at once a harbinger for human alterations to the
earth system (Arnell and Gosling 2013), an ecosystem unto themselves, a portal between
terrestrial, lacustrine, and marine ecosystems (Sullivan and Manning 2019), and a substrate for
human society that is as old as civilization (Macklin and Lewin 2015). The total amount of flow,
variability in flow, and the seasonality of those patterns, collectively known as streamflow
regime (Poff et al. 1997a), are often the most important factors mediating aquatic ecosystems
(Carlisle et al. 2017, Palmer and Ruhi 2019) and biogeochemical cycles (Poff and Zimmerman
2010), and by extension human freshwater needs. The fundamental mechanisms mediating these
patterns are still an active area of research (Price 2011, Reaver et al. 2020). Meanwhile, regional
analyses from numerous locations report epidemics of alterations to natural streamflow regimes
with significant consequences for ecosystems (Poff et al. 1997a, Bunn and Arthington 2002,
Wenger et al. 2011, Palmer and Ruhi 2019). However, a global summary of trends in streamflow
from recent decades, with a tandem analysis of the factors controlling those trends, is still needed
(Palmer and Ruhi 2019).
Several difficulties have historically impeded this task. A lack of global, multi-decadal
datasets of streamflow has been one such barrier. This has been ameliorated by recent advances
in data availability (Gerten et al. 2008, Hannah et al. 2011, Masaki et al. 2017), albeit with biases
towards certain regions. Another difficulty impeding global-scale analyses is the large number of
metrics used to quantify various aspects of streamflow regime pertinent to different regions and
management needs. Concepts such as timing and amount of flow are easily quantified, however
numerous approaches have been used to describe the fractal properties of flow variability (Lin et
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al. 2013, Maskey et al. 2016, Wu et al. 2018). In more purely-hydrological literature, numerous
contributions use frequency decomposition-based techniques, most commonly wavelet analyses,
to quantify variability in streamflow at multiple timescales (Smith et al. 1998, Lafrenière and
Sharp 2003, Coulibaly and Burn 2004, White et al. 2005, Labat 2005, Sabo and Post 2008a,
Labat 2008, Sang et al. 2009, Rossi et al. 2009, Labat 2010, Carey et al. 2013, Sang 2013).
Meanwhile, the ecohydrological and management communities employ hundreds of individually
designed metrics (Black et al. 2005, Jowett and Biggs 2006, Nilsson and Renöfält 2008). Many
of these metrics are redundant and much of their information can be captured in a few variables
(Olden and Poff 2003). In chapter 1, we showed that many of these metrics to relate to the output
from wavelet analyses (Brown et al, 2021). Frequency-based techniques such as the wavelet
analysis may thus offer a common language that is simple enough to synthesize information at a
global scale yet dexterous enough to describe complex hydrological phenomena at multiple
timescales.
In chapter 1, we described multiple timescales simultaneously via a wavelet analysis and in
doing so identified unanticipated structure in the global distribution of streamflow regimes in
which variability at short timescales (several days to several months) was shown to be negatively
correlated with variability at long timescales (several months to several years). The identification
of linkages between variability at different timescales suggests that linkages may exist between
other components of flow regime, such as amount and timing of flow. These possible linkages,
and more generally the principle of structure in global streamflow data, is significant for at least
two reasons: 1) the identification of structure is inherently linked to information compression
(Wang 2012), and identifying the geometry of the manifold along which streamflow data reside
may provide a data-driven answer to the axes along which streamflow regime might most
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effectively be quantified, and 2) the geometry of the manifold along which streamflow data
reside may itself belie fundamental information about flow regimes and the processes that
mediate them. For example, gaps in the manifold, or regions of low density, may indicate that
certain combinations of flow regime properties do not exist in nature. Conversely, distinct
regions of high density might be indicative of stable “states” of flow regimes, between which
there may be sudden transitions mediated by thresholds along certain gradients, such as
temperature controlling transitions between ice or liquid water-dominated hydrology, while a
more uniform distribution along the manifold may be indicative of gradual transitions along
environmental gradients, such as forest cover relating proportionally to runoff ratios.
Furthermore, if a catchment’s location along the manifold can be predicted by non-flow drainage
basin characteristics, such as forest cover, temperature, dam construction, etc., then the bridge
between high-dimensional data and mechanistic models of streamflow regime becomes
significantly simpler.
In chapter one we used correlation analyses and PCA to compress multiple flow metrics into
agglomerative, abstract axes that are effectively hyperplanes along which higher-dimensional
flow regime data move. However, many of these techniques assume linear or monotonic
relationships between flow regime components, which may be too rigid of constraints to fully
describe the manifold, or structure of the global distribution of streamflow regimes. Machine
learning techniques, such as neural network autoencoders, provide a more flexible, nonlinear
method for identifying structures in the global distribution of flow regimes (Hinton and
Salakhutdinov 2006), which may in turn increase our capacity to represent the geometry of the
distribution of flow regimes in a comprehensibly low-dimensional space. The stronger
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mechanistic understanding of flow regime mediators provided by this exercise can then be used
to explain how human alterations to the land surface and climate have changed flow regime.
Human behaviors that contribute to the alteration of flow regime characteristics include the
construction of dams (Gierszewski et al. 2020), clearing of forests (Price 2011), facilitation of
biotic invasions (Manning et al. 2021), planting and watering of crops, direct diversion of water
(Abbott et al. 2019), construction of artificial surfaces such as rooftops and roads (Ferreira et al.
2016), and altering the global climate via carbon emissions (Price 2011). Different alterations
may impact the various components of flow regime differently, and conversely multiple factors
may influence the same streamflow component. The interconnected nature of the earth system
means that streamflow regime integrates all human actions (Dey and Mishra 2017), and further
that the global degree of flow regime alteration is a metric of the net human footprint on the earth
system—often a footprint with immediate and increasingly dire societal consequences (Abbott et
al. 2019). Understanding which actions are most consequential for which components of flow
regime is an immediate need for preserving water quality, reliable flows, and aquatic habitat.
Here, we present a global analysis of streamflow regimes from a dataset of daily streamflow
data and accompanying land use, climate, and geographical data for over 3,500 streams. We
introduce the use of wavelet analyses combined with neural network autoencoders to succinctly
describe streamflow variability. We identify linkages between streamflow qualities such as
amount, timing, and variability of flow, as well as catchment characteristics that help explain
these linkages and simultaneously explain why certain streamflow properties vary across space
and time. Our results provide an initial picture of the structure of the global distribution of
streamflow regimes, and an in-depth exploration of the major drivers of flow regimes, including
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contributions of various human alterations to the earth system to the ever-changing global water
cycle.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparing the Streamflow Dataset
We used the dataset compiled in chapter 1. This dataset consists of daily streamflow data for
3,685 streams and rivers located around the world sourced from the Global Runoff Data Center,
with dates ranging from 1988 through 2016. A suite of 117 catchment characteristics were
derived from numerous data sources. Sub-annual data from northern and southern hemispheres
were adjusted by six months to account for hemispherical differences in seasonality.
Quantification of Streamflow Regime
Three metrics were used to describe streamflow regime: day of mean flow, or the temporal
center-of-mass for each complete year of flow data, mean annual specific discharge, or the mean
annual discharge divided by drainage basin area, and a frequency decomposition of daily
streamflow timeseries via wavelet decompositions. Wavelet decompositions were performed for
each unique year of daily flow data. Wavelet analyses was performed using the Waveltcomp
package in R (Rösch and Schmidbauer 2018).
Dimensionality Reduction vai Neural Network
Dimensionality reduction was performed on the frequency decompositions using a neural
network autoencoder. Neural network autoencoders are a class of neural networks in which
information is compressed and decompressed as it passes through an hourglass shaped network.
Effective compression is achieved by optimizing the network to recreate the original input in its
output. If the model can be trained to a high skill level, the network activations at the bottleneck
can then be extracted as low dimensional encodings of the input data, in this case a frequency
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decomposition of a hydrograph. Because of the non-linearities included with each layer of the
neural network, and because of the deep, hourglass shape of the network, the encodings are
inherently equipped to compress high-dimensional, nonlinear structures. We used a bottleneck
dimension of size one in a multilayer perceptron neural network with ReLU non-linearities,
implemented in Pytorch (Paszke et al. 2019). We calculated a one-dimensional encoding of the
hydrograph for the wavelet decompositions of each year of flow. We hereafter refer to the neural
network encodings as “spectral number.”
Quantifying Static and Temporal Patterns in Streamflow Regime
The mean annual specific discharge, day of mean flow, and spectral number were calculated
for each year of flow for each catchment. For each catchment, the static and through-time
qualities for each metric were then evaluated by taking the mean of each metric across all years
of data, as well as the slope of a linear regression fit to the data.
Relating Catchment Characteristics to Flow Regime
Machine learning models were trained to predict the spectral power for each frequency in the
frequency decompositions from the characteristics specific to each catchment. With an even split
between random forest regressors and gradient boosting regressors, 4 models were trained for
each of the 1,100 frequencies output from the full-timeseries frequency decomposition for a total
of 4,044 models. Similarly, 360 models, half of which were gradient boosting regressors, half of
which were random forests, were trained to predict each of the previously mentioned suite of
other static and through-time measures of streamflow characteristics: mean annual specific
discharge, the slope of a linear regression for mean annual specific discharge, day of mean flow,
the slope of a linear regression for day of mean flow, spectral number, and the slope of spectral
number, for a total of 2,160 models. To reduce uncertainty, each model was initialized
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independently and trained on different random 80:20 training/testing divisions of the data. An rsquared value was calculated for each model using its predictions on the testing data. The
relative importances of each predictor variable were then extracted from each model to quantify
the importance of each catchment characteristic in driving variability at different timescales.
Models were implemented with the SciKitLearn library in Python (Pedregosa et al. 2011).
RESULTS
We identified three principal dimensions in which hydrographs move. The first is the amount
of flow, which can be thought of as a vertical shift of a hydrograph up or down. We represented
amount of flow as the mean annual specific discharge, or the mean annual discharge divided by
the drainage basin area. The second is the timing of flow, which can be thought of as a skewing
of the hydrograph left or right across time. We represented this as the temporal center of mass of
the hydrograph within a given water year, which we call “day of mean flow.” Finally, the curve
itself can be more or less fractal, with correspondingly different kinds of spectral noise. We
found that many of the spectral properties of a hydrograph can be represented as a single number
by taking a wavelet decomposition of a given year-long hydrograph, and compressing that
frequency decomposition down to a single number using a neural network autoencoder
(supplementary figure 15). We called the single number encoding the “spectral number”. We
found that spectral numbers smoothly interpolate between qualitative components of flow regime
which are usually difficult to quantify, with the lowest spectral numbers comprising smooth
hydrographs with minimal “flashiness”, medium spectral numbers comprising hydrographs with
obvious “flashy” behavior imposed on underlying annual cycles of wet and dry periods, and the
highest spectral numbers comprising catchments with extremely short-lived flood events and
otherwise near-constant and/or near-zero baseflow (supplemental figure 16). Said differently, the
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autoencoder identified the specific nature of the inverse relationship between multi-month and
multiday variability in hydrographs and represented it as a continuum along a single axis.
We thus found that the amount, timing, and fractal variability in flow can be represented in a
three-dimensional space in which relationships between these factors can be easily quantified
(figure 10, supplementary figure 17). We also found that because each of these metrics is
calculated on a yearly basis, cycles and trends in the amount, timing, and fractal properties of
flow could be quantified. Searching for relationships between static properties and trends, we
found that on average, the wettest streams are becoming drier through time while the driest
streams are becoming wetter through time. Similarly, we found that streams that on average peak
later in the year are peaking increasingly earlier, while streams that on average peak earlier in the
year are peaking increasingly later in the year (supplementary figures 18 and 19). Thus, in the
amount and timing of flow, there has been a general homogenization in recent decades. We also
found that catchments that peak later in the year tend to have lower spectral numbers, meaning
that they are dominated primarily by multi-month variability (supplemental figures 17 and 18).
Analyzing patterns in these streamflow metrics through time, we found that all followed
undulations that likely relate to multiannual climatic fluctuations (supplemental figures 20 and
21). Grouping catchments by mean annual temperature, we found that, across all metrics, the
warmest catchments were the most likely to experience a definitive trend through time rather
than a multiannual oscillation with a net-zero trend. Furthermore, by dividing the frequency
decompositions into subsections and averaging across those sections, we found multi-annual
cycles in which catchments tended to oscillate between variability at longer and shorter
timescales, showing that the mass-balance relationship between multi-month and multiday
variability is consistent not just across space as we showed in chapter 1, but across time within
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individual catchments. We also found that smaller and colder catchments were the most
oscillatory through time, which may mean that they are either more susceptible to fluctuations in
climate, or else experience a greater degree of climatic oscillation, or some combination of the
two.
Relating Streamflow Regime to Catchmet Characteristics
We trained 360 models to predict each of the means and slopes for our metrics of amount,
timing, and fractal variability of flow and found that mean r-squared values ranged between 0.78
and 0.67 for the various metrics, except for slope of spectral numbers, which had an average rsquared of 0.05 and was never successfully modeled (supplementary figure 22). When we
queried the models for the feature importances and grouped features according to categories
(figure 11, supplementary table 9), we found that on average, 85% of the models’ decision
making power for mean annual specific discharge was derived from climate variables, and that
this is most likely driven specifically by precipitation rather than temperature (supplementary
figure 23). While less pronounced in other metrics, climate was nonetheless the most prominent
predictor category in each metric, including the slopes of day of mean flow and mean annual
specific discharge. In contrast, land cover contributed least to mean annual specific discharge,
with a mean importance of 5%, compared to 24% of the importance for day of mean flow, and
11% of the importance for spectral number. Features of drainage basin size had a mean
importance of 24% for spectral number, but were <5% for non-spectral flow properties,
meanwhile features measuring direct measures of human impact had a maximum average
importance of 4% for any streamflow property that was accurately modeled.
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Hot Streams Behave Like Cold Streams
Exploring the relationship between climate and streamflow regime further, we found that
gradients along mean annual temperature exist in which streamflow properties fundamentally
change for each flow metric (supplementary figure 24). For mean annual specific discharge, we
found that the wettest pocket of catchments occurred in small streams with mean annual
temperatures between 0-10 degrees Celsius. This pattern reflects a pattern observed across each
metric, which was that the warmest and the coolest catchments tended to behave similarly, while
mid-temperature catchments behaved as a group. For amount of flow, an exception to this rule
included a population of extremely warm, medium sized catchments with mean annual specific
discharge values near those of the 0-10 degree Celsius range, and which likely represent a
population of tropical, mid-sized catchments. For day of mean flow, a similar band of midtemperature catchments between about 7-17 degrees Celsius had the earliest day of mean flow,
while catchments with temperatures above or below those thresholds tended to have later days of
mean flow. True to the model feature importances, timing of flow was the least visibly
influenced by catchment size. Spectral number followed a pattern in which warmer temperatures
tended to co-occur with higher spectral numbers, or “flashier” catchments. However, the
temperature threshold at which spectral numbers changed increased as stream order, a related
metric to catchment area, increased. A group of the hottest and largest catchments had distinctly
low spectral numbers, similar in magnitude only to the low spectral numbers of the largest and
coldest catchments. The slope of spectral number was not able to be accurately modeled by any
of the machine learning models we applied, and therefore results about the slope of spectral
number should be interpreted with caution. In addition, no distinct patterns in sign were visible
across temperature or catchment size gradients, as was visible in other metrics. However, hotter
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and smaller catchments tended to have larger magnitude slopes roughly along the same
catchment-size mediated temperature gradient as with the mean spectral numbers (supplementary
figure 24).
Catchment Size Helps Mediate Timing and Amount of Flow
Despite not ranking among the most important features for predicting amount and timing of
flow, catchment size still had measurable relationships with timing and amount of flow, in
addition to its significantly stronger relationship with spectral number. Notably, larger
catchments tended to have lower mean annual specific discharge (supplemental figure 25). And
while the mean decreased monotonically across stream order, the range of values increased
between stream orders 1-5, and decreased between stream orders 6+, meaning that the wettest
streams were mid-sized streams. In addition, larger streams tended to have later days of mean
flow, though again the largest ranges occurred in mid-sized catchments, which may reflect bias
in data representation towards mid-sized catchments, or may actually represent a real
phenomenon in which mid-sized catchments are more variable generally.
Regional Patterns and Trends
In order to contextualize the previously mentioned results, we plotted the means and
streamflow metrics across space (figure 12). Distinct regional trends in each metric emphasized
the overarching influence of climate on streamflow regime, though often climate conditions do
not occur in isolation of other geological features. For example, proximity to northern ocean
shores created wetter ribbons along the northeast and northwest coasts of North American, while
the Rocky Mountains imposed a ribbon of drier streams passing vertically through North
America. In South America, the Amazon River basin has been considerably wetter than the
numerous smaller river basins on the western shore of Brazil. Orthographic forces may be
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responsible for the wet-dry marbling in Europe along the northern shores of Scandinavia and in
the Alps.

DISCUSSION
Streamflow regime is a critical ecosystem parameter that is under threat by human alterations
to the earth system (Price 2011, Ferreira et al. 2016, Dey and Mishra 2017, Abbott et al. 2019,
Gierszewski et al. 2020, Manning et al. 2021). Because streams integrate everything from global
climate down to microscopic properties of local soil, significant uncertainty still exists about
which factors are most important in driving the various components of flow regime (Zhou et al.
2015, Reaver et al. 2020). On the most fundamental level, hydrographs can shift up and down,
left and right, and can be more or less smooth. Said differently, these qualities describe the
amount, timing, and fractal variability of flow. Decomposing hydrographs into a threedimensional space describing these factors produces a set of descriptors that, while perhaps too
abstract for certain specific management purposes, provides a comprehensive survey of the most
fundamental dimensions streamflow moves in while using a simple enough numerical
vocabulary so as to facilitate sweeping surveys of the global state of streamflow regimes.
Compressing the fractal variability components of flow regime into one or just a few
numbers is perhaps the greatest challenge of representing flow regime succinctly. Other methods
have used direct measures of fractal dimension (Lin et al. 2013, Maskey et al. 2016, Wu et al.
2018), though connecting concepts of fractal dimension to on-the-ground consequences for
aquatic habitat and biogeochemical cycles is still needed. Other methods still have used
dimensionality reduction techniques on the large suite of flow metrics designed to measure
numerous aspects of flow regime (Brown et al, 2021) (Poff et al. 1997b, Jones et al. 2014,
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George et al. 2021, Gnann et al. 2021). Frequency decomposition methods, sometimes called
spectral decomposition methods, used more commonly in the strictly hydrological community,
provide a complete description of variability at numerous timescales (Smith et al. 1998,
Lafrenière and Sharp 2003 p. 2003, Coulibaly and Burn 2004, White et al. 2005, Labat 2005,
2008, 2010, Sabo and Post 2008b, Larsen et al. 2009, Sang et al. 2009, Rossi et al. 2009, Carey
et al. 2013, Sang 2013), but are still high-dimensional. However, structure exists within the
global distribution of the spectral properties of hydrographs such that variability at multi-month
to multi-year timescales is negatively correlated with variability at multi-day to multi-week
timescales. This relationship has previously been demonstrated across space (Brown et al, 2021),
but here we also showed that this relationship exists within individual catchments across time.
The relationship is strong enough to allow its high-level expression in human language, however,
this may leave specific nuances in the relationship, i.e. structural details in the manifold of flow
regimes, unaccounted for. Rather than impose the assumption of a purely correlational
relationship between high and low frequencies, we used a data compression method that is
flexible enough to model complex relationships, a neural network autoencoder. Post-hoc analysis
revealed that the neural network autoencoder most broadly defined the fractal components of
flow regime along a continuum from high to low frequency dominated hydrographs, as expected,
though local deviations from this general trend along the manifold may have also been captured
by this approach.
Hydrological theory can be used to explain the presence of structures within the global
distribution of flow regimes, and those structures can in turn be used to refine hydrological
theory as they are discovered. A hypothesized mass-balance relationship between variability in
flow imposed by evapotranspiration and by differences in catchment geomorphological features
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at different spatial and temporal scales was recently used to explain the observed connections
between high and low frequency variability in streams. One of the primary assumptions of this
theory was that larger catchments have both longer flowpath lengths and transit times, leading to
higher net levels of evapotranspiration. Consistent with this theory we found that larger
catchments have lower mean annual specific discharge and later days of mean flow.
We also asked the question, if timescales can be related to each other in streamflow
variability, can other aspects of flow, such as timing and amount, also be connected? In answer,
we identified that day of mean flow is negatively correlated with spectral number, that is, that
catchments that peak later in the year tend towards brown noise, or higher autocorrelation, over
pink or white noise, or increased flashiness. This relationship was primarily driven by a
population of the largest catchments which also had high mean annual temperatures, and which
were most similar to the coldest group of catchments. That is, temperature was positively
correlated with day of mean flow and spectral number, except in this group of large, hot
catchments. Corroborating this trend, the machine learning analysis suggested that climate
features were the most important in predicting each aspect of flow regime. Synthesizing these
facts, we suggest that temperature may be the largest factor controlling timing and fractal
variability of flow, but that extremes in catchment size can occasionally trump this general trend.
Another distinct feature of the structure of the distribution of flow regimes was that amount
of flow was not correlated with any other metric other than changes in amount of flow. And
while significant relationships exist between amount of flow and temperature and catchment
size, both the machine learning analysis, the lack of connection between amount of flow and
other flow metrics, and the strong relationship between amount of flow and amount of
precipitation suggest that mean annual specific discharge may be most primarily driven by
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precipitation. Precipitation was, conversely, a poor predictor of timing and fractal variability of
flow. This posits the amount of flow as a streamflow regime component largely independent of
the otherwise related metrics of timing and flow variability, where in the most general terms,
vertical shifts in a hydrograph are driven by changes in precipitation, while shifts left or right in a
hydrograph, which are sometimes accompanied by a shift in the fractal properties of the curve,
are driven primarily by temperature, catchment size, and land cover.
We also found that relationships exist between fundamental hydrograph descriptors and how
those descriptors have changed through time. Catchments that peak earlier are peaking
increasingly later, while catchments that peak later are peaking increasingly earlier. In addition,
many of the wettest catchments are becoming drier, and many of the driest catchments are
becoming wetter. The global consequence of this is a reduction in streamflow regime diversity,
and thereby a reduction in niche aquatic habitat space that may partially explain the success of
invasive generalist species.
Notably absent from the main predictive features for streamflow regime were features
relating to direct human alterations to the earth system. Certain regional patterns followed trends
associated with climate change or major human-induced shifts in land cover, such as
deforestation in the Amazon River basin. But because our metrics of human impact were largely
localized features, describing things like urbanization and land cover, the machine learning
analysis may severely underrepresent the degree to which humans have altered streamflow
regimes by globally changing climate patterns, which were the single-most important feature for
predicting trends in flow regime across space and time. In the context of these results, humaninduced alterations to the climate may be the single-most important factor driving changes in
streamflow regime in that they influence even pristine watersheds. In addition, the impact of
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dams on the spectral properties of flow regimes may not have been fully captured by this
analysis since individual dams are operated so differently, thereby obfuscating the relationship
between dams and flow regimes. Consistent with this point, spectral number was the least
accurately modeled streamflow metric, with an averaged r-squared of 0.67. However, the fact
that 67% of the variability in fractal properties of flow regies could be predicted without
knowledge of individual dam operations suggests that globally, dams mediate between a
maximum of about a third and an unlikely minimum of 2-3% of the variability in streamflow
variability.
In general, we did not observe distinct clusters of catchments along the metrics of amount,
timing, and variability of flow. However, distinct geographical clusters in both means and slopes
of flow regime metrics suggested that streamflow regimes can generally be grouped by region,
once again highlighting the importance of climate in driving flow regime. Many of these
geographical regions are worth highlighting, though word-count limitations limit a
comprehensive discussion. Notably, the Amazon River basin harbors the highest density and
largest spatial extent of extremely autocorrelated hydrographs of anywhere that we sampled in
this study, making the river network a unique habitat. The majority of the basin has become
flashier through recent decades, and northern portions of the basin have become wetter,
consistent with decreases in infiltration and evapotranspiration due to forest cover loss.
Meanwhile southern portions of the Amazon have become drier, perhaps as a result of decreased
precipitation (Langenbrunner et al. 2019). The implications of these trends for water quality and
aquatic habitat more generally for the region are concerning. Australia also represents an
interesting case-study in that streams along the northern coast have generally behaved differently
from streams along the south-western coast, where the northern coast is becoming wetter, and the
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south-western coast is becoming drier. Changes in timing of flow in Australia also follow this
north-south division. Given the dominant role of temperature in determining timing of flow, and
precipitation in determining amount of flow, these trends may represent early traces of regional
alterations to climate as a result of anthropogenic climate change. One final region we highlight
is the southwestern United States, which has experienced a consistent drying through recent
decades, consistent with climate change projections for the area (Keim et al. 2011).

CONCLUSION
The rise and fall of rivers through time ultimately mediates almost every aspect of terrestrial
and freshwater life. Limitations in our understanding of the factors that control amount, timing,
and variability of flow have stemmed from a lack of global-scale analyses and a lack of concise
methods for describing the fractal properties of flow regimes. Here were have identified a novel
method for describing streamflow regime that relies on global patterns in long- and short-term
variability as captured by a neural network autoencoder. We have identified structural
relationships between timing and variability of flow and have demonstrated the role of
temperature and catchment size in mediating these variables, showing that large, warm
catchments behave in many cases similarly to cold catchments, as well as that precipitation plays
a dominant role in mediating amount of flow. We have presented evidence that catchment size
mediates flow regime by increasing flowpath lengths and transit times, thereby increasing
evapotranspiration. We have shown that small, cold catchments have flow regimes that cyclically
fluctuate more through time, while warmer catchments have experienced the strongest
directional trends. Finally, we have shown a general homogenization of timing and amount of
flow through time, as well as demonstrated regionally coherent trends in flow regime qualities.
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These results speak to the pervasive impact that humans have had on the global water cycle by
impacting climate and land cover, and the importance of international cooperation on climate
change to combat fundamental alterations to the terrestrial freshwater system.
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FIGURES

Figure 10. Three-dimensional representation of streamflow regime where one axis represents the
amount of flow (mean annual specific discharge), another represents the timing of flow (day of
mean flow), and another represents the fractal properties of flow variability (spectral number).
Each dot represents a catchment, and catchments are colored according to their mean annual
temperature.
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Figure 11. Categorically grouped machine learning model importances for 6 metrics of flow
regime: 1) day of mean flow (mean across all years), 2) slope of day of mean flow, 3) mean
annual specific discharge (mean across all years), 4) slope of mean annual specific discharge, 5)
spectral number (mean across all years), 6) slope of mean annual specific discharge.
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Figure 12. Global distribution of three aspects of streamflow regime: a) and b) amount of flow,
c) and d) timing of flow, and e) and f) variability of flow. a), c), and e) show changes in these
aspects through time, while b), d), and f) show the mean of each value across all years in our
dataset. Panels with labels that occur on the very top and bottom tips of the color bars indicate
that the data were clipped at those values such that any values exceeding the thresholds were
represented with the same color as the threshold.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Supplementary Table 9. Mean feature importances summed across categories for machine
learning models trained to predict flow regime values from catchment characteristics.
Stream
-flow
metric
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

climate
0.621
189
0.638
006
0.851
426
0.396
401
0.430
763
0.505
296

Data
quality
0.023
487
0.148
758
0.026
989
0.192
518
0.051
997
0.062
747

human
0.035
694
0.031
089
0.013
715
0.024
654
0.031
512
0.058
319

Land
Morpholcover
ogy
0.239
0.010
919
647
0.098
0.015
409
228
0.052
0.009
006
68
0.065
0.007
659
108
0.113
0.053
899
441
0.145
0.048
391
172
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other
0.010
514
0.029
691
0.007
961
0.251
223
0.022
034
0.022
484

region
0.044
631
0.019
282
0.005
055
0.044
178
0.076
763
0.038
452

size
0.013
921
0.019
537
0.033
168
0.018
26
0.219
591
0.119
139

Supplemental Figure 15. Example frequency decompositions and their reconstructions from a
neural network autoencoder with a single dimensional encoding. Blue lines represent the
frequency decompositions of hydrographs, while the orange lines represent the neural network
reconstruction from the one-dimensional encoding.
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Supplementary Figure 16. Global distribution of streamflow variability characteristics. Pictured
top is the distribution of spectral numbers. The middle row comprises frequency decompositions
sampled from various locations along the distribution of spectral numbers. The bottom row
comprises hydrographs sampled from similar locations along the distribution of spectral
numbers.
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Supplementary Figure 17. Three-dimensional description of streamflow regime across axes
representing quantity, timing, and variability of flow. Quantity is described with mean annual
specific discharge, timing by the temporal center-of-mass of flow across a year, or “day of mean
flow”, and variability by a one-dimensional neural network encoding of streamflow timeseries
frequency decompositions. Top row is colored according to mean annual temperature, the middle
row is colored according to stream order, and the bottom row is colored according to mean
annual precipitation.
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Supplementary Figure 18. (a) Pearson correlation coefficients and (b) associated p-values
between (1) day of mean flow (2) slope of day of mean flow (3) mean annual specific discharge
(4) slope of mean annual specific discharge (5) spectral number (6) slope of spectral number.
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Supplementary Figure 19. Plots of the means vs slopes for timing of (a, b) flow, and (c, d)
amount of flow, (a, c) colored according to stream order and (b, d) mean annual temperature.
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Supplementary Figure 20. Temporal patterns in quantity (a,b,c) and timing of flow (d,e,f), with
catchments grouped according to size and temperature.
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Supplementary Figure 21. Temporal patterns in sub-annual variability in streamflow, with
catchments grouped according to size (vertically) and mean annual temperature (horizontally).
Each line represents an averaged sub-portion of the frequency decomposition, with the mean
period length of the sub-portion represented in the legends. Note that the group of catchments
shown in (f) likely contains too few data points to provide meaningful interpretation of trends
through time.
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Supplementary Figure 22. R-squared values for 3,240 models trained to predict various aspects
of streamflow regime: (1) day of mean flow, (2) slope of day of mean flow, (3) mean annual
specific discharge, (4), slope of mean annual specific discharge, (5) spectral number, and (6)
slope of spectral number.
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Supplementary Figure 23. Mean annual specific discharge as a function of mean annual
temperature and mean annual precipitation.
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Supplementary Figure 24. Means and slopes for three streamflow metrics of amount, timing, and
variability of flow over the period 1980-2016, across mean annual temperature and stream order.
a) mean annual specific discharge (mean annual discharge divided by drainage basin area), b)
day of mean flow, c) spectral number, d) slope of mean annual specific discharge, e) slope of day
of mean flow, and f) slope of spectral number.
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Supplemental Figure 25. Relationships between amount and timing of flow and stream order. (a)
mean annual specific discharge plotted against stream order, and colored according to mean
annual precipitation. (b) day of mean flow plotted against stream order and colored according to
mean annual temperature. Each dot represents one catchment for one year.
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CHAPTER 3
Theoretical and Empirical Challenges to the Cannonical Wisdom on Wildfire Hydrology
Brian Charles Brown, Jordan Maxwell, Camille Minaudo, Samuel B. St. Clair, Benjamin W.
Abbott
Department of Plant and Wildlife Sciences, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT
Master of Science

ABSTRACT
Wildfire is a common disturbance that is known to influence streamflow regime. In the
western United States, where water resources are increasingly stretched and where aquatic
habitat is increasingly threatened, understanding the specific nature of streamflow regime’s
responses to wildfire is critically important. Previous studies have explored this question by
combining large datasets such as the Monitoring Trends in Burn Severity Dataset and the Gauges
II dataset, usually to analyze changes in runoff ratio, or the proportion of precipitation that is
released from a drainage basin as discharge. However, examining runoff ratios has at least two
limitations in that 1) it considers only amount of flow and does not describe the timing or
variability of flow, and 2) theoretical considerations suggest that there is a non-linear relationship
between runoff ratio and aridity. Because aridity is not constant year to year, and because
previous studies examining runoff ratio largely assume a static, linear relationship between
runoff ratio and aridity, there is a need to analyze the hydrological effect of wildfire in the
context of climactic fluctuations through time. Here we analyze the hydrological effect of
wildfire on amount, timing, and variability of flow with three independent methods that
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normalize to varying degrees fluctuations in streamflow response to climate. Because few
previous studies have used positive control distributions, we also apply the same analyses on
several hundred unburned-unburned watershed pairs with arbitrarily picked dates in order to
generate empirical distributions describing the likelihood of the observed wildfire “effects” on
streamflow regime occurring from random chance. We also use a machine learning analysis to
characterize drivers of amount, timing, and variability of flow in the western US to better
understand the mechanisms by which wildfire may impact streamflow regime in the western US.

INTRODUCTION
The impact of wildfire on river hydrology has been a debated topic, with interest fueled by
changes in wildfire regimes (Abatzoglou and Williams 2016) which may exacerbate mounting
problems in already overstressed freshwater systems. This is particularly true in the western
United States, where droughts, antiquated water right’s laws, and growing populations are
pushing the limits of current infrastructure and resources to a point of crisis (Dettinger et al.
2015). Fortunately, the Western US benefits from extensive datasets of both flow and fire
histories, including the USGS Gauges II dataset, with daily flow records extending back decades
for thousands of catchments, and the Monitoring Trends in Burn Severity database, with remotesensed wildfire records dating through 1984. These datasets have been combined several times to
study the impact of wildfire on streamflow, usually analyzing mean annual discharge over other
aspects of streamflow regime (Hallema et al. 2018). Other studies have included analyses
differentiating changes in water source by analyzing baseflow and high flows (Saxe et al. 2016),
while others have considered wildfire in the context of overarching effects of climate variability
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and anthropogenic change (Wine et al. 2018b, 2018a). Many of the results for the Western US
have demonstrated a heterogenous mix of regionally-specific responses to wildfire.
The theoretical basis for wildfire’s impact on streamflow regime lies in numerous fireinduced alterations to the duration of time spent by any given water molecule in a catchment as
well as the likelihood of that molecule evaporating from the system. The presence of snow and
ice fundamentally alters how water travels through drainage basins, and in the western US,
where 53 percent of streamflow is attributed to snowpack (Li et al. 2017), fire-induced
alterations to snowpack are thought to be a significant source of fire-induced hydrological
responses. Wildfire introduces ash which may decrease snow albedo, expediting melt (Kaspari et
al. 2015) by up to 28 days (Uecker et al. 2020). Reduction in forest cover may also increase the
amount of solar radiation received by the snowpack, further hastening melt and increasing
sublimation rates (Stevens 2017). However, decreased interception from canopy removal may
reduce sublimation rates and result in increased snowpack levels (Harpold et al. 2014). In
addition, deeper snow melts later, but more rapidly than shallow snow in the Western US
(Musselman et al. 2017). The net effect of these compounding factors has been shown to result in
a net decrease in snowpack prior to melt (Harpold et al. 2014, Stevens 2017), but more recent
work has shown that aspect can greatly influence this effect (Maxwell et al. 2019).
Wildfire can also influence snow-water-soil interactions, and these interactions may vary by
season and by soil depth. Higher rates of drainage and evaporation have been observed in the top
3 cm of soil following wildfire. But at deeper soil levels, aspect has been shown to be a greater
control on soil moisture levels (Ebel et al. 2012). However, the presence of snow significantly
impacts the timing of soil moisture rises following wildfire: south-facing burned slopes have
been shown to have greater and earlier soil water recharge rates during the spring than both
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north-facing burned slopes and south-facing unburned slopes, likely due to snowmelt occurring
on top of warmer soils. This corroborates with other evidence for increased deep-soil water
storage following wildfire (Boisramé et al. 2018) as well as increased runoff via reduced
evapotranspiration from plants (Cardenas and Kanarek 2014, Poon and Kinoshita 2018).
However, when a region has sufficiently high soil-water storage that post spring-melt is at field
capacity, fire- and aspect-induced alterations to soil-water storage become insignificant (Ebel et
al. 2012).
Fire-induced alterations to soil properties also mediate the paths through which water travels.
Ash may clog soil structures such as macropores, decreasing preferential flow in favor of diffuse
flow through the soil matrix (Ebel et al. 2012). Heating of soil and consumption of soil organic
mater may decrease structure in upper soil horizons, reducing soil-water infiltration and
increasing surface flow (Neary et al. 1999, Ice et al. 2004). Increases in surface flow have also
been attributed to the formation of hydrophobic carbon compounds following wildfire, though
recent work has shown that increased surface flow may be much more strongly affected by
increased soil compaction as a result of forest removal rather than increased soil water repellency
as a result of incomplete combustion of forest carbon (Larsen et al. 2009).
All these factors, snowpack, soil density, soil hydrophobicity, vegetation cover, as well as
other factors such as drainage basin size, slope, and aspect, and numerous human alterations to
the landscape, influence the likelihood of a given water molecule evaporating from the system
before reaching a discharge point, at which point the rate of evaporation is usually less
significant relative to the flow rate. In Fuh’s water balance framework, this probability of vertical
water export is captured in the single variable m, which ultimately dictates the non-linear
relationship between runoff ratio (P:Q) and the wetness index (PET:P) (Zhou et al. 2015).
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Energy-dominated systems, including much of the Western US, experience higher sensitivity of
runoff ratio to changes in catchment storage properties, m. In addition, particularly in arid
regions, lower values of m correspond to higher sensitivity of runoff ratios to changes in aridity
(Zhou et al. 2015). Thus, not all sub-regions of the Western US respond equally to region-wide
patterns in climate, and not all catchments experience equal hydrologic sensitivity to wildfire,
with the impact highly dependent on the variable m. This helps explain the variety of
hydrological responses to wildfire that have been reported in the spatially extensive western US
(Hallema et al. 2018).
High variability in flow magnitudes year-to-year in watersheds usually precludes the use of
raw, pre-fire discharge measurements as a control against raw, post-fire discharge measurements
in burned watersheds. Hence, the majority of wildfire-hydrology studies to date in the western
US have analyzed runoff ratios before and after wildfire events rather than, or in addition to, raw
discharge (Saxe et al. 2016, Hallema et al. 2018). However, as stated previously, runoff ratios are
theoretically dependent both on catchment characteristics, m, as well as aridity, P:PET, which is
highly variable year-to-year in many arid regions around the world (Chevalier and Chase 2016),
with many subregions of the western US following directional trends (Cook et al. 2004, Finkel
et al. 2016), which may have imposed hidden biases on previous work. Furthermore, if long-term
hydrologic storage in the western US is sufficiently high, catchment “hydrological memory” may
last longer than an individual year’s precipitation, making the ratio between mean annual
discharge and mean annual precipitation an inaccurate representation of runoff ratio processes.
The paired watershed experiment (PWE) framework potentially eliminates some of these
challenges. It reduces the contribution of interannual climate patterns by using nearby
catchments that theoretically experience the same weather patterns (Bosch and Hewlett 1982,
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Brown et al. 2005), reducing the contribution of P:PET temporal variability and emphasizing
variability introduced by spatial differences in m as well as differences in m introduced by
wildfire. However, the three-way relationship between m, PET:P, and Q:P ratios may belie that
ostensibly similar nearby catchments may in fact respond very differently to the same climactic
conditions, wildfires aside. PWE studies have usually not included statistical analyses of the
likelihood of spurious, type I “effects” being measured simply as a result of the non-linear
relationships between m, PET:P, and Q:P in the absence of any treatment. That is, PWE
experiments inherently include a negative control but rarely include positive controls. In the
western US, where the PET:P to Q:P relationship is highly sensitive to changes in m, this may be
a significant oversight.
An alternate approach for controlling against climatic variability that accounts for differences
in m between catchments is to model streamflow regime characteristics directly from
precipitation, temperature, and drainage basin characteristics, which can be done with high
accuracy (Vogel et al. 1999). And while some bias is introduced by virtually any model (e.g.
(Crow et al. 2018)), machine learning models, which are adept at modeling non-linear
relationships, may accurately learn the complex three-way relationship between PET:P, Q:P, and
m (Chang and Chen 2001), more effectively isolating the hydrological effects imposed by
changes in m that result from wildfire. However, as in PWE studies, approaches that use modeled
annual flow characteristics as controls against treatments have rarely benefited from positive
controls.
Here we seek to confirm and expand upon previous findings about the hydrologic effect of
wildfire in the western US by contrasting three methods for measuring wildfire’s impact on
hydrology. Combining the USGS Gauges II dataset (Falcone 2011) with the Monitoring Trends
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in Burn Severity dataset (Finco 2012), we use runoff ratios, the PWE framework, and machine
learning modeling of streamflow directly from temperature, precipitation, and drainage basin
characteristics data to analyze wildfire’s impact on mean annual specific discharge. We further
use the PWE framework to analyze changes to timing and variability of flow. Additionally, we
simulate the same experiments in hundreds of unburned-unburned paired watersheds throughout
the western US to quantify the likelihood of our observed wildfire “effects” resulting from the
heightened, non-linear sensitivity to differences in m between neighboring catchments that exists
in the arid western US. Seeking to contextualize fire-induced streamflow variability, we also
document region-wide spatial and temporal patterns in amount, timing, and variability of
streamflow regime and analyze their driving factors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Extracting Data from the Gages II and MTBS Datasets
Daily streamflow data were extracted from the Gages II dataset via a custom python script
and the USGS Instantaneous Values Web Service (https://waterservices.usgs.gov/rest/IVService.html). The data were extracted on May 18, 2020. Data were downloaded for each
catchment listed on the Gauges II dataset metadata starting from 1970 to December 31
2019. Specific discharge for each day was then calculated by dividing each flow value by the
catchment size. Since daily flow in the Gauges II dataset were recorded in ft3/sec, while
catchment area was reported in kilometers, drainage basin area was first multiplied by 0.621371
twice to convert to square miles. The data were then partitioned into water years, with the 1971
water year beginning Nov 1, 1970 through October 31, 1971, and so on through the 2019 water
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year. Specific discharge, or the discharge divided by the catchment area, was calculated in
imperial units (cubic feet per second per square mile).
Catchments were delineated using ArcGIS by locating all uphill regions from the latitude and
longitude points of the streamflow gauges in the Gauges II dataset. Wildfire shapefiles were
downloaded from the Monitoring Trends in Burn Severity (MTBS) website, via the direct
download option for the Burned Areas Boundaries Dataset. Percentage burned area overlap with
the previously delineated drainage basins was then calculated to get the percent area burned per
catchment (Figure 13).
Three Metrics for Representing Streamflow Regime - Overview
We used three metrics to describe the amount, timing, and variability of streamflow regime
for each complete year of flow data. Amount of flow was calculated by taking the mean annual
specific discharge across each complete year of flow data. Timing of flow was quantified by
taking the center of mass of flow, with “day in water year” replacing what is usually represented
as distance. We called this metric “day of mean flow”. And lastly, we measured temporal
patterns in streamflow variability via wavelet analysis of each full year of flow data. We then
reduced the wavelet decomposition into a single number via a neural network autoencoder
trained on over 100,000 individual stream years of wavelet decompositions.
Three Metrics for Representing Streamflow Regime – Wavelet Analysis
Hundreds of metrics have been proposed to describe variability in streamflow regime, though
in chapter1 we showed that much of the information contained in these metrics has been shown
to be related to the output of frequency decompositions such as wavelet analyses.We performed
individual wavelet analyses on each water year for each catchment using
the WaveletComp R 1.1 package (Rösch and Schmidbauer 2018). The analysis was
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performed using default package settings, with a maximum period length of 512, and with 800
steps. If the flow values for any day in the water year were missing, then that year’s data for that
catchment were discarded. No attempt to salvage partially available years was made because
wavelet analyses on truncated time series appeared to be strongly biased towards
shorter periods, and interpolating likely would have also biased the spectral power. The average
power for each period/frequency across the entire year was then extracted.
Three Metrics for Representing Streamflow Regime – Neural Network Autoencoder
Neural network autoencoders are powerful dimensionality reduction tools that, unlike
traditional dimensionality reduction tools such as PCA, can identify complex non-linear
relationships in data and represent them in extremely low-dimensional spaces (Hinton and
Salakhutdinov 2006). They consist of an hourglass network structure that is trained to compress
an input vector to the dimension size of the bottleneck and recreate the input vector on the far
end of the network. When the network achieves a sufficiently low level of reconstruction error,
the low-dimensional encodings at the bottleneck are extracted. We implemented a custom neural
network auto-encoder composed of 9 linear layers, with leaky ReLU nonlinearities between each
layer. The neural network was implemented in Pytorch (Paszke et al. 2019) and trained using a
custom python script.
Characterization of Major Drivers of Streamflow Regime
The drivers of streamflow regime in the western US were identified by training a suite of
gradient boosting regressor and random forest regressor models to predict our three metrics for
amount, timing, and variability of streamflow regimes across the western US from 370
catchment characteristics obtained from the Gauges II dataset. To decrease the likelihood of bias,
30 different models were trained and validated on random 80:20 splits of the data. The features
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for each year were modified from their original presentation in the Gauges II dataset such that
each of the streamflow metrics for each year were paired with prediction features including
temperature, precipitation and human impact data labeled as “one-year prior, “two-years prior”,
etc rather than the calendar-year aligned version presented in the original dataset. Both gradient
boosting regressors and random forests regressor models were initialized with 100 estimators and
were implemented with the SciKit Learn library in python (Pedregosa et al. 2011). Feature
importances from each model were then extracted and averages for each feature were taken
across all models.
Measurement of Burn Effect - Overview
We used three approaches to measure the effect of wildfire on mean annual specific
discharge: runoff ratios, the PWE framework, and machine learning modeling. In addition, we
used the PWE framework to quantify the effect of wildfire on the timing and variability of
streamflow regime in the western US.
Measurement of Burn Effect – Runoff Ratio Approach
We calculated runoff ratios as the ratio between mean annual specific discharge (split by
water year) and the sum of the same year and previous year’s mean annual precipitation (split by
calendar year). We did this because we found that machine learning models trained to predict
mean annual specific discharge relied on the two antecedent mean annual precipitation values.
We calculated the wildfire effect by taking the residual between each year following the wildfire
and the mean of the five years preceding the wildfire. We then divided that residual by the mean
of the five years preceding the wildfire to calculate the proportion change from the five year
mean prior to the fire.
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Measurement of Burn Effect – Paired Watershed Experiment Approach
Control catchments were identified for all burned catchments with greater than 0.5% area
burned. Neighboring catchments were considered valid controls if they were: 1) not downstream
from the burned catchment, 2) had an area greater than half the burned catchment area and less
than twice the burned catchment area, and 3) were within a circle with a radius equal to half of
the square root of the sum of the squared latitudinal and longitudinal lengths of the burned
catchment. The third criteria, with a radius proportional to the size of the catchment, was chosen
over a static (arbitrary) distance to account for a larger search space needed to identify
catchments of similar size for larger catchments.
For each of the three metrics we used, we normalized the metric describing each year by
dividing by the mean of that metric across all years in that catchment. If multiple control
catchments had been identified for a given burned catchment, then the means for each year for
each metric were taken across all control catchments and then treated as a single control
catchment. The error between control and burned catchments was then taken by subtracting the
value of the control catchment from the burned catchment for each year. The mean error for the
five years after the fire was then subtracted from the mean error for the five years before the fire
to produce the final measured wildfire effect (figure 14). This differed from typical PWE studies,
which usually fit a linear model between the burned and unburned catchments and calculate the
burn effect by subtracting the linear model’s predictions from the measured burned catchment
data. We opted to measure differences in residuals to account for possible non-linear
relationships between control and burned catchments which may exist even in the absence of
wildfire.
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Measurement of Burn Effect – Machine Learning Approach
We trained gradient boosting regressor models to predict mean annual specific discharge
from a suite of 371 drainage basin characteristics, precipitation, and temperature data available
from the Gauges II dataset. We trained 30 models in total on unique, random 80:20 train/test
splits of 43,379 catchment years of mean annual specific discharge data from unburned drainage
basins in the western US. We then used the trained models to predict streamflow for each burned
catchment for all available years of data and averaged predictions for each year for each
catchment across all 30 models. Differences were taken between model-predictions for each
year, and the differences for the five years before the fire were subtracted from the differences
for the five years after the fire. This final measured effect was divided by the mean of the five
years of mean annual specific discharge before the wildfire to convert the difference into a
proportional difference in mean annual specific discharge compared to the five years before the
wildfire.
Positive Controls for Measured Burn Effects
Positive control distributions were calculated for each of the methods and metrics used to
measure the wildfire effect on hydrology.
For the runoff ratio approach, 1 million random subsamples were taken of unburned
catchments, with sample sizes matching the number of burned catchments with >10% burn and
sufficient flow data (n=28). Burn effects for each year were calculated using the same approach
as in the actual burned catchments, and the mean effect across the entire subsample was then
calculated. The net mean effects for the 1 million random subsamples for each year were then
used to produce empirical distributions of the likelihood of measuring a particular mean change
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in runoff ratio with a sample size of 28 and no actual wildfire for each of 8 years following an
arbitrary date.
To measure the likelihood of observed fire effects given the variability naturally present in
PWE studies in the western US, we performed the same procedure as above on 500,000
randomly generated burn years occurring over the same study period on 361 unburned-unburned
watershed pairs that were identified using the same method as the burned-unburned watershed
pairs. The measured burn effects for each catchment were then recorded and analyzed as an
empirical distribution describing the likelihood of a particular burn response in the absence of
any actual burn. Unlike the runoff ratio approach (described above) and the machine learning
approach (described below) the statistical unit for the PWE distributions was the individual
catchment, rather than a sample of burned or randomly selected unburned catchments.
For the machine learning approach, the same approach was followed as for the actual
measurement of burn effects, except that all catchments with a recorded wildfire during the study
period were excluded. Instead, for 40 replicates, groups of catchments were randomly selected
and labeled as “burned” catchments, and wildfire years were randomly selected from the
distribution of wildfire burn years and assigned to the catchments artificially labeled as burned
catchments. These artificially labeled “burned” catchments were then excluded from the dataset
and 30 gradient boosting regressor models were trained to predict mean annual specific
discharge from random 80:20 splits of the remaining majority “unburned” catchments. The
trained models were then used to predict the mean annual specific discharge for all years of data
for the “burned” catchments. 5,000 random subsamples from these 40 replicates were then taken
with sample sizes matching the number of wildfires with >10% burn in the real burned
catchment datasets (n=28). Mean burn effects across the subsample were then recorded to
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produce an empirical distribution of measured burn effects on mean annual specific discharge
given no actual wildfire event and a sample size of 28 catchments.

RESULTS
Variability Patterns in Western US Streams Can be Expressed in a Single Number
Streamflow regime is a complex phenomenon that is usually described with dozens, or up to
hundreds of metrics (Olden and Poff 2003). Seeking to simplify our description of streamflow
regime, we found that a neural network autoencoder’s compression of wavelet decompositions of
hydrographs into a single number, hereafter referred to as “spectral number”, naturally
segmented streamflow regimes along plausible and hydrologically relevant gradients (figure 15).
Spectral numbers ranged from near zero to four. Low spectral number catchments tended to be
flashy, with periods of quick flow lasting only a few days before returning to baseflow or noflow conditions. Mid-range spectral numbers still exhibited some flashiness, as well as multiweek periods of high flow with several peak events occurring over those high flow periods. The
highest spectral numbers belonged to catchments with obvious human impacts from dams, with
rectangular adjustments in flow almost eliminating daily variability in flow (figure 16).
Relationships between Streamflow Characteristics are Driven by Characteristics of the Drainage
Basin
We plotted the gauged streams from the entire Western US region in a three-dimensional
space describing the amount, timing, and variability of flow, quantified in mean annual specific
discharge, or the mean annual discharge divided by the drainage basin area, day of mean flow, or
the “center of mass” of flow across time, and spectral number, a neural-network-derived
summary of streamflow variability (figure 17). From this, we observed that streams with an
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earlier day of mean flow tend to have a lower spectral number, meaning that they are flashier and
exhibit shorter high-flow periods. This relationship was remarkably well delineated by mean
annual temperature (figure 17e). We also observed that the wettest group of catchments had an
unusually low spectral number for their mean annual temperature. This group of catchments also
differed from other catchments with similar spectral numbers and higher temperatures in that the
higher-temperature, drier catchments had much higher levels of clay in the soil.
We also trained a suite of 90 machine learning models to predict our three streamflow
metrics and extracted the feature importances from each model to quantify the relative
contributions of different drainage basin characteristics to different aspects of streamflow
regime. We found that day of mean flow was driven by a broad range of factors, but most
dominantly by February precipitation and mean annual precipitation. Mean annual specific
discharge, however, was driven primarily by November precipitation, and spectral number was
driven most strongly by spring temperatures (figure 18). When linear regressions were calculated
between model predictions and 20% of the data which were not used to train, models had
average r-squared values of 0.63, 0.90, and 0.71 for day of mean flow, mean annual specific
discharge, and spectral number, respectively.
In the same analysis we also sought to quantify the “hydrologic memory” of drainage basins
in the western US, and so examined the importance of previous years’ precipitation and
temperature in predicting streamflow regime. This exercise suggested that catchments in the
western US generally have a two-year “memory” of precipitation and only a one-year “memory”
of temperature, though the misalignment between water years used to date streamflow vs
calendar years used to date climatic features may mean that the two-year “memory” may be
exaggerated by several months. For spectral number and for day of mean flow, where the
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previous calendar year’s precipitation accounts for two months of precipitation for the current
water year, the previous year’s precipitation was more important than the current year’s
precipitation (Figure 19).
Wildfire Effects through Time
We observed no significant relationship between percent area burned and burn response.
Positive relationships were observed between amount, timing, and variability of flow as a
function of burn severity when a cutoff of >10% burn was used. However, the ranges of burn
effects for each of these streamflow components were within the range of effects measured in the
catchments with less than 10% burn. Furthermore, the measured effects, regardless of burn
severity, usually fell within the plausible regions of our positive control consisting of 500,000
PWE analyses in unburned-unburned catchment pairs with randomly assigned “burn years”
(figure 20). One notable exception to this was day of mean flow, which despite lacking a clear
positive or negative trend, had a magnitude of responses that were highly unlikely given no burn
according to our positive control distributions.
To visualize trends in temporal patterns of burn responses, we also plotted the raw
measurements of streamflow regime for the five years before and after wildfires, as well as the
measured residuals, or error, between burned and unburned catchment pairs for the five years
before and after wildfires (figure 21). Given that the raw measurements were not normalized to
remove trends in climate, they are a better indicator of hydrologic conditions that tend to precede
and follow wildfire rather than actual hydrologic effects imposed by wildfire. From this, many
streams showed evidence of a period of increased discharge preceding the wildfire, with a drier
period following the wildfire. Increased variance in the climate-controlled PWE residual
measurements agreed with the lack of clear positive or negative trends observed in the mean
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single-number “burn effect” measured by averaging the residuals pre- and post-fire and
recording their difference, though a possible trend of increased flow following wildfire may be
observable in burned catchments with > 55% snow contribution to flow.

DISCUSSION
Few positive controls exist for PWE studies on streamflow regime. This means that the
likelihood of previously measured “effects” given no treatment has heretofore remained largely
unconsidered. When we developed an empirical distribution for the effects measured here given
no treatment, we found that the majority of effects measured following wildfire were likely given
no wildfire at all. This does not indicate that no effect occurs following wildfire, but rather that,
according to the data analyzed here, there is insufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis of
no hydrological effect following wildfire. The one exception to this rule was our seasonality
metric, day of mean flow. The burn effect for day of mean flow did not follow a coherent
positive or negative trend, but the absolute values of effects on this parameter were at
magnitudes that were very unlikely given no burn treatment. Some evidence suggests an
advancement earlier into the calendar year occurred among highly burned catchments with
greater than 55 percent precipitation as snow, though no clear relationship was visible among
other groups (figure 20h). One explanation for the high magnitude, otherwise stochastic
responses in timing of flow is that the effects measured here may reflect the unusual hydrologic
conditions that typically lead to wildfire (figure 20e). This is further supported by the two-year
precipitation “memory” observed from our machine learning analysis of flow regime predictors,
and by the multi-year oscillations in day of mean flow observed across the western US (figure b).
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These two factors suggest complex multi-year dynamics in timing of flow that may evolve
differently even in nearby catchments.
The lack of trend in amount of flow is consistent with theoretical considerations of the main
drivers of flow regime. According to Fuh’s equation, Q:P ratios (runoff ratios), P:PET (wetness),
and m (a characterization of catchment characteristics) have a three-way, nonlinear relationship
in which runoff ratios are highly dependent on small adjustments in catchment characteristics,
particularly in arid locations (Zhou et al. 2015). Much of the western US comprises arid and
semi-arid watersheds, meaning that only slight differences in nearby drainage basin properties
may inject a significant amount of noise between control and treatment catchments in PWE
studies conducted in this region. Additionally, our analysis of drivers of amount of flow in the
western US suggested that this metric above the other two was the most dependent on
precipitation conditions occurring the year of the fire, and was also the most easily predicted
streamflow metric, with an average model r-squared of 0.90. This suggests a strong precipitation
signal driving amount of flow in the western US, consistent with the understanding of the
western US being an energy dominated system (Sposito 2017). Precipitation controls, and
differences in responses between catchments due to differences in catchment characteristics,
likely impose a strong enough signal in measured “effects” through time as to render the task of
distinguishing possible wildfire effects from Fuh-like effects statistically unfeasible given current
data limitations.
Variability of flow, which we measured via “spectral number”, was the least variable in both
our positive control distribution and our burned catchments. This does not necessarily indicate
that burned catchments do not become flashier due to higher rates of surface flow. This is
because the compression of all variability patterns in a stream down to a single number may
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simplify details in flow regime that are altered by wildfire. However, it does indicate that the
most fundamental features distinguishing temporal variability in flow between streams are less
elastic to multi-annual trends in climate, as well as to wildfire, than other components of
streamflow regime such as timing and amount of flow. There is a general decrease in spectral
number through time among catchments with greater than 25 percent precipitation as snow,
which may stem from decreasing snowpacks. But by and large, streams with a particular,
fundamental kind of variability have kept that variability through fluctuations in climate and
through wildfires.

CONCLUSION
Here we have empirically characterized the drivers of amount, timing, and variability of
streamflow through time in the western US, and have integrated these findings with theoretical
drivers of streamflow regime to explain the apparent lack of trends observed in amount and
variability of flow through time. We have presented a novel method for characterizing the
fundamental temporal variability characteristics of streamflow using a wavelet decomposition
and neural network autoencoder. We have identified a two-year hydrologic “memory” of
precipitation inputs in the western US. And finally, we have developed an empirical distribution
of the likelihood of measuring particular wildfire effects given no wildfire at all. From this, we
have demonstrated that with current data limitations, the measured effects on flow amount and
variability from wildfire were highly likely given no wildfire for parameters of flow variability
and amount. However, significant changes in timing of flow were observed, though no clear
trend, either positive or negative, was visible.
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FIGURES

Figure 13. Study area showing the Western US states, gauged streams, and wildfires included in
this study.
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Figure 14. Conceptual diagram of the modified Paired Watershed Experiment (PWE) framework
used to detrend confounding and chaotic climatic signals when measuring hydrologic response to
wildfire.
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Figure 15. Distribution of spectral numbers across western US drainage basin characteristics.
Each pane represents spectral numbers plotted against a) proportion sand and proportion clay
soil, b) proportion silt and proportion sand, c) mean annual temperature and log-transformed
mean annual precipitation, and d) mean annual temperature and log-transformed drainage basin
area.
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Figure 16. Comparisons between wavelet decompositions of flow and hydrographs used to
generate the decompositions, as grouped by a neural network encoding of the wavelet
decomposition compressing the decomposition down to a single number we call “spectral
number”: a) Example wavelet decompositions from streams with the highest spectral number, b)
the same streams in (a) represented in their original hydrograph form of discharge over time. c)
same as (a) but for mid-range spectral numbers. d) same as (b) but for mid-range spectral
numbers. e) same as (a) bur for low-range spectral numbers. f) same as (b) but for low-range
spectral numbers. g) histogram of the distribution of spectral numbers generated from over
100,000 year-long hydrographs from the USGS gauged streams in the western US.
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Figure 17. Western US drainage basins represented in three-dimensional space describing the
amount, timing, and variability of flow across a given year. Amount of flow is quantified using
mean annual specific discharge, while timing of flow is quantified using the “center of mass” of
flow across time, which we refer to as “day of mean flow”, and variability is captured in a onedimensional neural-network encoding of a wavelet decomposition of the hydrograph, which we
call “spectral number”. Panels a), c), and e) are colored according to mean annual temperature,
as shown from different views of the three-dimensional space, while panel b) is colored
according to mean annual precipitation, panel d) proportion clay in the soil, and f) proportion silt
in the soil.
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Figure 18. Feature importances from 90 machine learning models trained to predict day of mean
flow, mean annual specific discharge, and spectral number. 30 models were allocated to each
flow metric, which were predicted from a suite of several hundred catchment characteristics
quantified in the Gauges II dataset.
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Figure 19. Importance of a) precipitation, and b) temperature through time in predicting three
yearly metrics of streamflow regime. Importances were extracted from 90 machine learning
models trained to predict three streamflow metrics from a suite of several hundred catchment
characteristics described in the Gauges II dataset.
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Figure 20. PWE-measured effects in amount, timing, and variability of flow following wildfire.
Panels a) b) and c) display histograms describing measured effects in amount, timing, and
variability of flow, respectively, in paired catchments with no recent wildfire history, while
measured effects from burned-unburned pairs with >10% area burn are represented with the
yellow ticks below each histogram. Panels d) e) and f) show measured effects in amount, timing,
and variability of flow as a function of percentage burned for all burned-unburned catchment
pairs, with linear regression lines fit to catchments with >10% area burned.
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Figure 21. Trends in streamflow regime through time, aligned both by absolute date and
according to year of wildfire. Panels a) b) and c) show fluctuations in amount, timing, and
variability of flow, respectively, for all gauged streams in the western US, regardless of wildfire.
Panels d) e) and f) show the same metrics of streamflow through time, with dates aligned either
relative to the year of a wildfire, if a wildfire occurred in a catchment, or according to a
randomly chosen year, for catchments have no recent wildfire history. Panels g) h) and i) show
the same groupings of catchments as d) e) and f), however the values plotted represent the
residuals between burned and unburned watershed pairs.
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